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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
"In the contemporary world the activity of voting is 
rivaled only by the market as a means of reaching collective 
decisions from individuals."1 Voting is essential in a 
democracy, for this is the method by which the public express-
es its preference for a particular party or individual. In 
recent years there has been a veritable avalanche of voting 
studies which have formulated various hypotheses concerning 
the electoral behavior of the public. Studies on voting 
behavior have been made in t~rms of party and group identifi-
cation of the voters, the role of the candidates' personalities, 
the role of the choice between policies, etc. 
Since this thesis is primarily concerned with voting pat-
terns, its purpose will be to determine empirically the major 
determinants of support for the candidates in a· specific elec-
tion. This study will focus on the 1964 senatorial election in 
Oklahoma between Bud Wilkinson, the Republican candidate, and 
Fred Harris, the Democratic nominee, and an effort will be m•ae 
to weigh empirically the factors which influenced the public 
in voting for Harris and for Wilkinson. The task of determining 
1Angu1 Campbell et al., The American Voter, p.3. 
l 
these factors was accomplished primarily through the use of 
questionna·ires, which were sent to representatives of the 
three primary economic interest groups in each Oklahoma county, 
vizo, agriculture, business, and laboro In this way, it was ' 
possible to identify the degree of group support for each of 
the c~ndidateso Questionnaires were also sent to newspaper 
editors in each county who attempted to evaluate the electoral 
behavior of the local voting public. The tabulated results of 
these questionnaires were matched with an analysis of county 
voting results in which the socio-economic characteristics of 
the county were compared to party vote percentages. 
The major hypothesis of this study is that Harris' victory 
over the Republican candidate was the result of voters' response 
to party identification, and that neither issues nor personalitt 
factors were significant influences on the voterso 
The first chapter of this work will provide the background 
to the election, which was necessitated by the death of the 
incumbent, Robert S. Kerr, and resulted in the interim appoint-
ment of J. Howard Edmondson. It will briefly summarize the 
Republican and Democratic primaries and the Democratic run-off 
primary, give a brief description of all the candidates for the 
office and a resume of their major campaign statements. The 
chfpter will conclude with an analysis of the outcome of the 
primarieso 
Chapter Two will be essentially a description of the sen-
atorial campaign of the two party nominees, Wilkinson and Harris, 
explaining their campaign organizations, campaign tecpniques, 
campaign strategy, and statements. 
The third chapter will contain the electoral analysis. 
The results of the questionnaires sent to the interest groups 
will be analyzed in an effort to discover the primary factors 
which influenced the group voting behavior and to ascertain 
wh.ether there was a pattern of support. The purpose of this 
is to enable the author to make certain generalizations con= 
cerning the characteristics of group support for the candi-
dates. 
The second half of the third chapter will be concerned 
with the county support received by each candidateo The 
results of the .siuestionnaires will be examined in an attempt 
to ascertain the primary determinants of support. The county 
voting results will be compared with certain socio-economic 
characteristics of each county in erder to discover the 
relationship between these charaDteristics and the percentage 
of the party vote in each county. This will be accomplished 
with the use of statistiJa,l evidence, Le., the determination 
of the relationship between ~he two variables. If a relation-
ship does exist between the two variables, then it should be 
possible to make certain generalizations concerning Harris' 
victory. 
The fourth chapter will be the conclusion, which will 
hopefully verify the author's hypothesis based upon the 
analyses in the preceding chapter. If the hypotl}esis is valid, 
then generalizations concerning Oklahoma polities and future 
camp~ +1gns may be drawn. 
CHAPTER II 
PRELUDE TO THE 1964 OKLAHOMA SENATORIAL ELECTION 
On January 1, 1963 Robert S. Kerr, Democratic senior 
senator from Oklahoma, died unexpecte.dl;y .fn>m a heart attack, 
thus creating a vacuum in political power in Oklahoma. 1 Kerr, 
who was a former national committeeman and state governor,had 
served as United States Senator since 1948. He had been de-
scribed as one of the most powerful men ever to em~rge from 
Oklahoma and as the "Uncrowned King of the Senate."2 The 
New York Times accredited his power to the following factors: 
~
(a) 
(b) 
( c) 
His positio~ as a ranking member of powerful 
committees. · 
His position as chief protagonist for the 
powerful natural gas and oil industries in 
Congress. 
His own personal drive.4 
Senator Kerr was a very powerful individual and his death was 
lNew York Times, January 2, 1963. 
2From a speech by Paul Douglas, 0-Ill., during~ filibus-
ter on the communications satellite bill. August 16, 1962. U. 
S., Congressional Record, 87th Cong., 2nd Seas., 1962, CXIII, 
Part 12, p. 16685. · 
3At the time of his death he served as chairman of the 
Aeronautical anp Space Sciences Committee, was the second rank-
ing member of the Finance Committee, was the ranking member of 
the Public Works Committee, and served as chairman of the Sub-
committee on Rivers and Harbors. 
4New York Times, January 2, 1963. 
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f ollowed by immediate spe culat i on of who could or woul d 
succ eed himo Kerr' s successor would be appoint ed by the 
governor to serve until the next general election when the 
voters t hemselves would choose a replacement . 
As a likely successor to Kerr, it was rumored that the 
Democratic Governor, Jo Howard .. Edmondson, would appoint his 
brother, Ed Edmondson, Congressman from the Se cond District, 
to fill the vacancy. However, the most prevalent rumor con-
5 
cerning Kerr's successor was that J. Howard Edmondson, who 
was due to go out of office on January 14, would ~esign and 
be appointed to the position by the then Lieutenant Governor, 
George Nigh, who would himself become governor. 
Edmondson had become governor of Oklahoma in 1958 after 
carrying each of Oklahoma's 77 counties, the greatest margin 
ever recorded in an Oklahoma gubernatorial race. 5 However, 
soon after his inauguration, he began to make political 
enemies, and disagreement betwee~ -the executive and legislative 
b~anches of government characterized his administrat i on. 6 It 
was apparent that if Governor Edmondson were to fill this 
vacancy h i mself, it would bring forth an intense, active, and 
possibly bitter Democratic primary, and therefore an improved 
positio~ for the Republicans in the general election in November. 
5Tulsa World, June 7, 1963. 
6The disagreement concerned repeal of prohibition, the 
institution of a merit system, the creation of a constitutional 
highway ---c:ommission, and the control of county commissioner 
spendingo 
Kerr's funeral wa s h eld January 3 in Oklahoma City and 
was attended by the President of the Unite d Sta t es, John F o 
6 
Kennedy, and members of the Oklahoma congressional delegation. 
Although Edmondson refused confirmations, it was said that he 
and Kennedy had discussed a possible successor to Senator Kerro7 
Further, a meeting at '!'inker Air Force Base was held by 
Edmondson and Congressmen Ed Edmondson, John Jarman, Tom Steed, 
Victor Wickersham, and Senator Ao s. Mike Monroney. (Congress-
man Carl Albert did not attend due to illness.) Jo Howard 
Edmondson reported that: "we just visited about party matters 
and also about the appointment of a senator."8 The congres-
sional delegation was reportedly split, with Wickersham, Steed, 
Jarman, and Ed Edmondson favoring Jo Howard Edmondson's appoint-
ment, while Monroney and Albert favored Ed Edmondsono 
Finally, on January 6, Edmondson resigned as governor and 
was immediately appointed by his successor, George Nigh, to 
represent Oklahoma in the United States Senate until the vacancy 
caused by Kerr's de'ath could be filled by election as re:quired 
by lawo 9 In accepting the appointment Edmondson stated, "It is 
certainly my intention to seek re-election in 1964.nlO 
Within minutes after Edmondson's appointment was announced, 
Robert So Kerr, Jro issued a statement which made it clear that 
7Tulsa World, January 4, 1963. 
J3 Ibid. 
9Daily Oklahoman, January 7, 1963, p.l. 
lOTulsa World, January 7, 1963 
the Kerr family did not believe Edmondson would be effective 
in carrying out the late Senator's program. He stated, 
I feel that it's a program of vital significance to 
the future of this state. It's his dream. I guess 
rvm human enough to think I can do about as good a 
job carrying it on for him. I intend to do whatever 
is necessary to carry it forward. Certainly, at 
this time, running in the 1964 campaign appears to 
be necessary.11 
v-7 
The Democratic party in Oklahoma at this time was already 
badly split, due to a very bitter gubernatorial rtin-off primary 
between former Governor Raymond Gary and Oklahoma City real 
estate executive, W.P. Bill Atkinson. When Atkinson Won the 
run-off primary, Gary refused to endorse him for the general 
election. This cost Atkinson a great percentage of Gary's 
former supporters, and the result was that Oklahoma elected 
its first Republican governor, Henry L. Bellmen. The appoint-
ment of Edmondson to the vacant post and his indication that 
he would seek re-election, coupled with Robert Kerr, Jro's 
announcement that he intended to run for that office in i964, 
revealed that there was a ¢efinite possibility for a further 
split in the Democratic party. In addition, Gary had express-
ed interest ' ln , the position. In order to win the senatorial 
election, the Democrats needed a strong candidate and a united 
party, for the election would be held in a presidential 
ll!bid. It is said that the then Vice-President of the 
United States, Lyndon B. Jop.nson, urged Robert S. Kerr, Jr. to 
run in 1964 agains,t Edmondson, ,· since the latter had supported 
John F. Kennedy for President in 1960 rather than Johnson. 
This however, was n'6t officially confirmed. 
8 
election year with Catholic John F. Kennea.y heading the party 
ticketo The . likelihood of Kennedy I s winn ing predominantly 
Protestant Oklahoma was slight, thus increasing the chances of 
a R~p,ubi\can vi¢t6ry in ~ov~mbe~o 
On January 9"' 1963 Edmondson flew to Washington and was 
sworn in as U~ited States Senator; he was subsequently appoint-
ed to the Aeronaµtical and. Space Sciences Committeeo Edmondson 
faced two major obstacles ·1n his effort at re-electiono The 
first was that it was _impossible for anyone to completely and 
adequately assume thf;) position of the late senator due to the 
seniority system in Congress and the great power and influence 
amassed through the years by Kerro Secondly, he faced a party 
primary, likely to be difficult, in the early months of 1964, 
only a little over a year after his appointment. This was a 
very short time in which to build up a favorable record in 
~ongress, while, at the same time, remaining in close contact 
with Oklahoma. 
While Edmondson faced these disadvantages, Robert Kerr, 
Jro, although he possessed the advantage of his father's name, 
had the task of aeveloping his own political personality, of 
learning to campaign, of making speeches 9 and of selling him-
self to the publico In February he announced that he was form-
ing his organization and would begin canvassing the state in 
Mareho However, on April 24, 1963 Kerr withdrew as a contender, 
and approximately three weeks later Senator Fred Bo Harris of 
Lawton announced that he would run for the Democratic nomination 
for Unites States Senatoro 12 It a ppeared that Harris had at 
least the unofficial backing of the Kerr family, since many 
of the leaders of the Kerr forces provided the bulk of his 
organization and financial supportol3 · 
9 
Although former Governor Gary had not formally announced 
his candidacy for the office, he was considered a major poten-
tial candidateo Another Democratic candidate 9 Willard Owens, 
a Muldrow farmer, announced that he too would seek the nomi-
nationo The first Republican to announce his candidacy was 
GoTo Blankenship on March 15, 19630 Blankenship was an 
Oklahoma City attorney and assistant minority leader in the 
Oklahoma House of Representativesv Blankenship's announcement 
was followed by that of Republican Tom Moore, a Wewoka furniture 
dealero In November 1963 two additional Republicans announced 
their intention to seek the nomination; Thomas Jo Harris, an 
Oklahoma City executive, and Forest Beall, Nash rancher and 
former Republican party state chairmano In January Charles 
Bo (Bud) Wilkinson, former University of Oklahoma football 
coach ana athletic director, announced that he would seek the 
Republican nominationo 
Thus the Un+ted States Senatorial race in Oklahoma began 
to take shape even as early as May 19630 The major objecti~e 
of all potential Democratic candidates was to wrest the nomina-
12Tulsa Tribune, April 24, 19630 
13Tulsa World, May 12, 19630 
10 
tion f r om J . Howard Edmon ds on, while th.e. Republicans. hoped to 
tak e advantage of a b i tter Democratic primary a nd a strong 
Republican presidential candidate, and thereby elect a Repub-
lican senatoro The GOP anticipated its ability to capitalize 
on the expected Protestant reaction to a second term by a 
Catholic president, thus giving the Republican ticket added 
strength. 
By the filing period, however, the political situation 
had changed considerably, due mainly to the assassination of 
President John F. Kennedy on November 22, 19630 He was 
succeeded to the presidency by Lyndon B'. Johnson, the man 
whom the Oklahoma delegation had supported for the presiden-
tial nomination at the Democratic national convention in 19600 
It, therefore, appeared that the Democratic senatorial candi-
da t e in Oklahoma would have the benefit of running on the sane 
ticket with a strong presidential candidateo Furthermore, the· 
Republicans had in Bud Wilkinson a candidate who had the advan-
tage of being a well- known, popular individual without any po-
litical scars . By the end of the filing period four Democrats 
and three Republican had filed for the offiGe of United States 
S. t . 14 ena oro 
14The Oklahoma Statues provide that "notification and 
declaration of candictacyo ooare required to be filed with the 
Secretary of the Stat~ Election Board. oo beginning the ~ourth 
Monday in February be£ore the day fixed by law for the Regular 
Primary Election ~nd Shall remain open for five days." 
Oklahoma Statute s (1961) Title 26, Sect i on 163. 
11 
The Demo cra t ic candidates included J. Howard Eamondson, 
Raymond Gary, Fred Harris, and Willard Owenso The Republican 
candidates were Forest Beall, Thomas J. Harris, and Bud 
Wilkinsono Both Blankenship and Moore had withdrawn earlier. 
THE CANDIDATES 
Democrats 
J. Howard Edmondson. A native Oklahoman, Edmondson graduated 
from the University of Oklahoma in 1948 with an LLoB. He 
served as Tulsa County Attorney and in 1958 became the young-
est governor in the nation at the age of 33. At the time of 
Kerr's death, Edmondson had been planning to return to private 
law practice with Harold C. Stuart of Tulsa, Sam Crossland of 
Washington, D.C., Joe Cannon of Oklahoma City, and former 
Governor Blair of Missouri.15 
Edmondson pledged that he would wage a vigorous campaign 
and that there would be full discussion of the issues. "No 
Congress," he stated, "since the Civil War and reconstruction 
has been faced with more questions on which neutrality would 
have been a safer course than the session in which we are now 
engaged."16 Edmondson cited his support of the nuclear test 
ban treaty and the reduction of foreign aid "without wholesale 
slashing" and given only to our allies and not 9:'our communist 
15Tulsa World, January 7, 1963. 
16Tulsa Worid, February 26, 1964. 
12 
enemieso nl? He also emphasized the importance of his assign-
ment of the Aeronautical and Space Sciences Committee and the 
fact that he had gained one year's seniority on that committeeo 
Edmondson stated that he opposed needless centralization 
of governmental fupction but doubted that there had been 
any conscientious effort by any President or 
Congress ta centralize the government in 
Washingtono The fault has resulted from the· 
failure of local governments, in states, 
counties, cities, and school districts to 
provide for their needs themselves o When 
they fail to act, pressure to resolve that 
need is made in Washington.18 
With respect to federal aid to education, Edmondson stated 
that he believed that schools should be financed by local 
districts of the stateo 
I have pointed out on many occasions that 
'states in general are causing the demand 
for more federal aid to education by 
failing to meet their responsibilities o 
rvm for the best education we can geto 
In the final analysis, if the choice is 
between poor education or federal aid to 
insure a good education, then I would be 
forced to see to it that we cto have a 
good educational systemol9 
Raymond Gario Gary owned a farm in Madill , Oklahoma aQd was 
president of the Sooner Oil Companyo He had served as Pres-
ident of the Oklahoma Baptist Convention Board of Trµstees 
l 7rbido 
lBr;r.ulsa Tribune, January 23, 1963 .. 
19Tulsa World, March ~5, 19640 
13 
and for four years as county school superintendent in Marshall 
County~ For fourteen years Gary was state senator for Marshall 
County. In 1954 he was elected governor of the state, and in 
1962 he was an unsuccessful candidate for a second term as 
-, 
governor, losing the run-off primary to W.P. Bill Atkinsono 
In filing f ,or tp.e post of United states Senator, Gary 
made the following statementg 
I regard the race as a crusade to get fid of the 
free-loaders, left-wingers, and free spenders in 
governmento They will lead us down the road the 
Communists want us to follow, which is bankruptcy 
and a complete breakdown of our way of life. We 
should begin by -bringing about a balance in our 
national budget ~nd by eliminating the expendi-
ture of our money to every little dictator who 
flies to Washing~on in American jets and asks 
for a few million dollars.20 ~ 
Gary, however, concentrated the bulk of his attack against 
J. Howard Ed~ondaon and contrasted his own gubernatorial 
admir:iistration to that of Edmondson, especially the la.tter' s 
financial activies. In particular, Gary accused Edmondson 
of using Democratic party funds for a trip to the Orange 
Bowl in 1959. 21 He also accused him of selling toll road 
bonds "behind closed _doors t0- New York bankers at 4i% inter-
,, 
est, not the 2% interest as the 1955 bond issue was. "·2-2 His 
charges against F~ed Harria centered around a bill, proposed 
in the Oklahoma State Senate, which would have required the 
20Tu;Lsa World, January 8, 1963. 
,, 
21Tulsa World, April 17, 19640 
22Tulsa World, April 30, 1964. 
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-Ok1afloma Turnpike Authority to ask !'or bids on \,ondso Gary 
condemned Harris· for publicly·opposing and working to defeat 
the bill. 23 Gary joined with the other Demoe:r:-atic candidates 
in opposing State Question 409, right .. to-work, which was to 
appear on the ballot May 5, 1964. 
In addition, Gary emphasi~ed his experience in public 
In almost fifteen years in the Senate, I authored 
almost every type of legislation that affects the 
people of .:this state. I believe that my broad 
experience in government and business helps qualify 
me for the office. I bel,ieve that I can pr~sent a 
more effeetive2loice in representing the people 
of this state. 
Gary also indicated disapproval of ltdmondson•s absep.oes from 
the u. s. Senate, in particular du~;!l.ng the o1,.vil rights debates, 
and stated that he Wo~ld represent the pe,ople of Oklahoma by 
attending the sessions of the S·enate. Gary· stated that his 
entire campaign would be financed py private contributions, 
rather than by Kerr-McGee or any other organizationo 
Fred Harriso Harris was born in Cotton County in southern 
Oklahoma'.f_where he was active in the Future Farmer of America. 
He attended the Un)::ver~ity of Oklahoma, where he received a 
B.A. in Government and. History and an LL.B. He became a mem-
ber of a law firm in Lawton, and one year later, in 1956, he 
23Ibid. 
24Tulsa World., April 24, 1964. 
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was elected State Senator from Cotton -and Camanche counties. 
Harris was a member of the First Baptist Church in Lawton, 
the Chamber of Commerce, the Masonic Lodge, and also served 
as a member of the Board of the Salvation Army, the Great 
Plains Historical Society, and t~e Oklahoma University Alumni 
Association. In 1962 he made an unsuccessful bid for gover-
nor, finishing fifth in a field of twelve Democratic candidates. 
Harris said that he intended to run as a Democrat but as 
~ "independent'' Democrt:lt, neither pro nor anti-Kennedy. "I'll 
run on the question of who over the long run would be the hard-
est working and the most effective voice for Oklahoma in the 
United States senate.n25 He also said that he would campaign 
as an unscarred Democrat who could unite the party for vie-
tory in Novembero 
I will stress the importance of electing a nemo-
cratic United States Senator to work with a Demo-
cratic President and Democratic Senate. I will 
campaign as the Democrat who, because of a 
strong program and a lack of scars and bitter 
enemies, can unite the Demo,cratic party for a 
successful campaign next f'~llo I will run as 
the Democrat who can win ~hdkeep winningo I 
will stress that I an yo:urigenough (33)to 
serve in the United States Senate for 30 or 
35 'yearso I will stress by demonstrated 
capacity for hard work and will campaign on 
good old Oklahoma common sense.26 
Harrist main emphasis centered, therefor,~ on the idea that he 
was hard working and politica:J.ly unaea:rred. 
25T"Ulsa Tribune, July 10, 1963. 
26Tulsa World, February 24, 19640 
lS 
I_ 
In particular, Harris str~ssed the neeq for the-- erea:ti'qn 
of new jobs in the nation through a federal tax eut and an 
economic program whicb;eould create a more favorable climate 
f'or .private enterpriseo He condemned America's foreign aid 
program as "an insult to our taxpayers" and suggested*'-
the United States concentrate on "less costly and more tff·f>..O,:"" 
tive programs'on the people's level, rather than huge pul)lt,e 
27 
works projects desired by their rulers." The Unit:e4 
States, he said, should encourage self-.help and independence 
rather than continuing dependence. 
Harris also lashed out as Edmondson's self-appointment, 
potpting out that -"t1?,e people are going to prove that he 
(Edntondson) selected the--·"rong man. • 28 Like the other Demo-
crats, Harris opposed the--tldoption of the right":"to-work · 1.a·w 
in Oklahoma .. 
Willard Owens .. Also a native of Oklahoma, Owens graduated 
from Muldrow High Sehoolo He was a member of the Baptist 
Church and the Oklahoma Farm Bureau and lived on a 300 acre 
farm in Sequoyah oo;untyo He served on an Oklahoma agricultur-
al delegation to the Soviet Union in 19620 Although b.e had 
served as a justice of' the peace and. had run f'or county 
commiss·ioner, this was h:1.s first venture into state~wide 
. 
27Ib:ld. 
28Tulu Tribune 11 May 27, 1964. 
politles .. 29 
Owens ran on a theme of "honesty and hard work" and 
condemned Edmondson "for S,tealing the Senate seat and then 
not staying on the job in Washingtonon30 He supported the 
Arkansas River Deve,lopment program but desired a modifica-
tion of it so that fertile land would not be floodedo· "Farms.," 
he stated9 "are our most valuable natural resourees 9 and there. 
is no need to sacrifice them for industri~li~ationott31 He 
believed that civil rights was the major problem facing the 
nation. He emphasized that he had worked with Negroes and 
did not believe in discrimination, but that he could not 
voJ;e !'or the civil rights bill ( then pending before the Sen-
ate) b.ecause it put too much power in the hands of too few. 
"I don't want Bobby Kennedy sending-his federal agents down· 
to tell me what to do or who to hire.n°2 
According to Owens, he campaigned in about twenty counties 
but returhed,to his farm when he saw that the news media were 
ignoring him·., 
29Tulsa Wor,ld, January 13, 19640 
30T;ulsa World, April 29, 1964. 
31Tulsa World, January 13, 1964., 
32Tulsa W$rld, Ap:ril 29, 19640 
Republicans 
Forest Beall., Beall was born in Grant county and attended 
Oklahoma A&M College, where he graduated with a B .. S .. in 
animal husbandry in 193L He was livestock editor of the 
Farmer Stockman in Oklahoma City and associated editor of the 
Record Stockman and Westerner in Denver, Colorad.oo In 1953 
he was appointed director of the pride support program in 
\ 
Washington, Do Co under the Eisenhower administrationo He 
remaineei in this capacity until 1961 and. was a representative 
for the Department of Agriculture at an international trade 
conferenceo He was a rancher in Nash, Oklahoma and a former 
Republican party state ehairman., 33 
Beall stated that he would campaign on his conservative 
views and his experience in government and politics. 8 My 
position follows the Republican principles as I understand 
theme I think any good Republican is a eZO,'lliaervative, &r.tid,'I 
consider myself a good 0 Republicano n34 A strong suppot>ter of 
Barry Goldwater and an official in the Goldwater in '64 
Club 9 Beall stated that he had entered the race with the firm 
belief that the majority of Oklahomans are concerned with the 
ever-growing authority of the federal governmento. "The cit-
izens of Oklahoma are seeking candidates who have the exper-
ience 9 the integrity 9 and the conviction to re.store individual 
responsibilities and rights that are essential for the self-
33Tulsa World,· April 16, 19640 
34Tulsa World 9 November 14, 19640 
government of a free peopleon35 He emphasized his belief 
that the government should serve only as a referee in a 
freely competive business economy and that it should not 
subsidize or control any economic or sectional interesto 
"These are the tools of the super-welfare state.,"36 "The 
function of government is to maintain an environment in which 
each individual ean freely develop his own abilities and 
resoureeso"37 
Thomas Jo Harriso A native of Chicago, Illinois, Harris at-
tended Northwestern University., He moved to Oklahoma City in 
1957 as an executive wi,th Aero-Commander and later became 
vice-president and general managero He was a member of the 
Board of Directors of the United Fund, the Chamber of Commerce, 
the West Side YMCA 9 The Last Frontier of Boy Scouts, the Aero 
Club of Oklahoma City, and a member and trustee of the Pilgrim 
Congregational Church of Oklahoma City., In addition, he was 
a member of the Industry Advisory Board of Oklahoma State 
University and Oklahoma City University Research Institute and 
was appointed by Governor Henry Bellmon to serve as a member 
of the State Economic Development CommiSsio~o Although he had 
never held an el~ctive public office, Harris had been active 
in the Republican party as an organizational'f'und raiser and 
campaign worker and was a member of the State Republican 
35Ibido 
36Tulsa World, April 16 9 19640 
37Tulsa World, March 23, 19640 
Budget Committee.,38 
In announcing his intention"to run for the Republican 
nomination for the United States Senate, Harris described 
himself as an ultra-conservative and stated that he lished to 
be known as "the candidate who takes a stand on issues .. •39 
A strong supporter for Barry Goldwater for the presidency, 
Harris emphasized his belief that Americans were losing 
their freedomo 
Free markets, private property, anct limited govern-
ment as a philosophy for Americans have beeh losing 
ground in this countryo Like many other Americans, 
I am deeply disturbed by this--by the stampede of 
the New Frontier toward political collectivism, 
and the erosion of our constitutional liberties.o. 
I share with Oklahomans the concept of federal 
government, limited by the voters, that would 
leave us free at the local ana state levels to 
do these things for ourselves which we can 
best do .. 40 
He also condemned governmental interference in transportation9 
utilities, power, oil and other industries and expressed 
the belief that its involvement was beyond that required,by 
the public interest. In addition 9 he opposed a compulsory 
medical program (Medicare) financed through social security, 
an extension of federal.aid to education, and the civil rights 
bill then before the U.S. Senate which he contended would 
establish a police state over the lives of U.S. citizens. 
He suggested that the way to redress these wr'ongs was not 
38Tu1sa World 9 April 14 9 1964 .. 
39Tulsa World9 May 12, 1963 .. 
40Tuisa World 9 November 11 9 1963.o 
through federal legislation but through education and 
Christian understanding 0 41 
21 
Harris favored increased jobs and pro;speri ty in Oklahoma 
' through ina.ustria,l development, the adoption of the right-to-
work amendment, a balanced federal budget, tax reforms to 
reduce and· eventually eliminate the ·•confiscatory results of 
the progressive income tax laws," recognition of the oil 
depletion allowance as an incentive to "provide risk capital 
for exploration and to build industries upon which jobs 
depend," and the elimination of government in agrieulture. 42 
In the area of foreign policy, Harris·-aa.vocated United States 
air and sea support of an anti-Castro Cuban liberation force 
and the use of foreign aid only for allies of the United 
States 9. rather than Communist nations. He also stated his 
su·pport for the so-called Bricker Amendment. 43 Harris empha-
sized his belief in states• rights: 
The ever expanding role of the central government 
must be reversed and state and local communities 
must forestall this trend by taking responsible 
actions to provide for legitimate needs and aspira-
tions in programs for health, education9 welfare, 
and civil rights.~4 
Harris announced the formation ef a campaign organization, 
headed by. Vernon Beals of Oklahoma City, while Larry Jo Wolf, 
41 .\ 
Harris~ Senate, eampaign pamphlet. 
4!:rh!cif 
. ... .o 
43The Bricker Amendment would give Congress the power 
to regulate all executive agre~ments, in addition to,·its jower 
over treatieso Alexander DeConde, A History of American 
Foreigp Pol1ey9 Po 7780 
44Harris for Senateo 
Oklahoma City advertising executive served as his .finance 
chairman, and Hardin Masters of Oklahoma City served as 
treasurero 
Bud Wilkinsono Born Charles Burnham Wilkinson in Minneapolis, 
Minnesota 9 he attended the University of Minnesota from which 
he obtained a B.A. in English in 1937., In 1940 he received 
,his M.,JL in English Education from Syracuse University., He 
moved to Oklahoma in 1946 to become a:ss1stant football coach 
at the' University of Oklahoma, and the following year he was 
elevated to head football coach and athletic directoro In 
1961 he was appointed by President John F. Kennedy as Special 
Assistant to the President on Yo11th Fitness. He resigned 
the latter post and his position with the University of Okla-
homa in order to become a candidate for the United States 
Senateo Shortly before filing'fp~ office 9 Wilkinson legally 
changed his name from Charles Burnham tb the more familiar 
"Bud"i, and in January, 1964 he changed his party affiliation 
from that of Demoe,rat to Republican. 
W:t'J.J.tinson statred that he. changed his vot~r regist\r!ati<:m 
because "I believe the principles of the Republican party 
more closely match my own personal philosophyon 45 He express-
ed concern ove,r1 the "cont.inued dri:f't toward socialism, collee-
ti vismg and centrali,zation" 9 •which prompted his entry into 
polities., 46 He emphasized his belief that such a trend was 
45Tulsa Tribune 9 January 29 9 19640 
46,Tulsa Tribune, .April 28, 19640 
taking freedom and liberty from the people and suggested 
that the balance of power in the constitution be restoredo 
It is my conviction that this constitution=of the 
people 9 by the people 9 and for the people==rests 
on the foundation of individual responsibility 
and participation.,oothe federal government should 
be strong 9 but limited9 with state and local 
governments in control of their own defined areas 
of responsibility 0 47 
Wilkinson expressed discontent with Federal fiscal policy 
and a desire to see the budget balance; "until we do, we 
will continue to pay the cruelest tax of all--inflationott48 
Wilkinson refused to take a stand on the right-to-work issue 
""' which was to appear on the ballot on ~ay 5 9 stating ,that he 
did not consider this question to be of significance to the 
United States Senate campaign" 
He indicated that his seventeen years as football coach 
had helped him to prepare for a political c-areer- "All my 
life r~ve dealt with young people 9 and I'm concerned about 
conserving the opportunities for the younger generation 
which I had as a youngster 0 n.49 
While Wilkinson did not outline a platform in the early 
part of his campaign 9 and although he refused to endorse 
Barry Goldwater for the presidency9 he made the following 
statement: 111By and large I :firid I agree on most issues with 
47Tulsa ~ribune, February 5 9 19640 
4.8Why Bud·,,_s Best 9 { campaign pamphlet) .. 
49 . -
Tulsa Tribune 9 February 5 9 19640 
Senator Goldwater.n50 
The Republican and Democratic primaries were held May 
5, 1964s, and resulted in Wilkinson's victory in the Repub-
.lican party and the neeessi ty for a run-off between Edmond-
son and Fred Harris in the Democratic party.51 
Republicans 
Wilkinson 
To Harris 
Beall 
Primary Vote, May 5, 1964 
100,544 
1·9 170 
,- JI. - . 
7;211 
De~ocrats 
Edmondson 
Fo Harris 
Gary 
Owens 
215,455 
190,868 
170,869 
14,134 
Wilkinson won the Republican primary overwhelmingly, 
receiving 80% of the GOP.vote, and, therefore, was not required 
to faee a run-o.ff primaryo The Wilkinson victory may be large-
ly attributed to the personal popularity he had. g·ained in his 
many years as football coach at the University of Oklahoma. 
However, Wilkinson did not rely upon his reputation alone to 
win the prilhary. He established a campaign organization with 
-nick Snider, former Topeka newspaperman, as his campaign co-
ordinator ·~anti Ed Turner, former Oklahoma City televisio:n 
newsman)) as his press ·seeretary o W\-lki,son described-his pri-
mary strategy as follows: 
·we took the number of days from the end of the 
13:tate convention to May 5, then related tha~ to 
the percentage of registered Republicans in a 
county ;1 and then planned to spend a proportion-
ate· amount ~f time ih each county. 52 
50Tuls• Tribune, March 7, 1964. 
·5lok:'lali0ma S-itate Election Board, 19·64 Election Results 
and Statistieso 
52Kansas City Star 9 May 17, 19640 
He established campaign committees only in those counties 
where there was a promising number of registered R'epublican 
voterao Generally, these were the thirty or so counties 
found in northern Oklahomao He and his wife then traveled 
six days a week to these areas, making speeches, attending 
coffees, teas, reeeptions 9 and meeting~the voterso53 
With respect to the Democratic primary, no candidate 
received a majority, thus creating the .. }leed for a run-off 
primary between the top two candidates, Edmondson and Harris. 
The run-off primary was scheduled to take place three weeks 
after the first primary. Edmondson and Harris, therefore, 
renewed their campaigns for the Demoeratie nomination. 
Edmondson said that he would not vote for the civil 
rights bill unless it were amended to include jury trials. 
"I think we must have.a substantial civil rights bill, but 
I think it will and must be amended, particularly regar_d'i-ng 
I ' 
that section having to do with public aceomodations, con-
cerning which I have both practical and legal objectionso tt54 
He charged that Harris would vote for the bill without these 
changes. 
This means that Harris would be willing to deny 
to any honest, lawabiding citizen who runs a 
·restaurant of a motel, the same right a person 
gets who is charge1 with murder, rape, or even 
53Ibido 
54Tulsa World, May 12 9 19640 
, treasonc I will not vote for the civil righta 
bill unless the right to a jury trial is put 
in it.,55 
Edmondson expressed the belief that he was the more qualified 
for the United States Senate and quoted a statement whieh Bud 
Wilkinson had made to him in 1963 at the Orange Bowl game, 
upon hearing of the death of Kerr .. "You're the only man in 
Oklahoma qualified to step into that seat in the Senate.,n56 
In addition, Edmondson chose to attack Harris• theme of being 
a hard worker: "He says he's a hard workero I don't think 
people who really are hard workers have to go around bragging 
about it to prove it .. n57 
·' Harris, on the other hand, attacked Edmondson for his 
repeated absence& from 1;;he Senate and again emphas1,zed his 
belief that "he (Edmondson) ha.d;:appointed the wrong man. n-58 
Moreover 9 Harris stressed the theme that he was a 0 winner," 
that he was the man to nominate so that the party could win 
in November.,59 
The run-off prima~y was held on May 26 9 1964 with 
Edmondson receiving 1'77, 283 votes and Harris receiving 2'75 9 
60 440 vot,~ .. 
55Ibid .. 
56Tulsa World; May 18, 1964 .. 
57Ibid .. 
58-Tulsa Tribune, May 2'7, 1964., 
59Ibid~ 
60Tul~a World, May 28, 1964 .. 
.An analysis of Harris' 100,000 vote margin could lead 
to s_e.v.e.ra1 c..oncJ ns ions. r.e.g.arding the factors which contri· 
buted to his primary victoryo Harris had established the 
nucleus of an organization in every county, and he visited 
every town in the state, meeting, shaking hands with its' 
residents, and giving speecheso _ Both before and after each 
visit he sent thousands of letterso In every town he v-is""' 
ited Harris sought individuals who "would be committed mem-
bers of the team. 1161 These names were filed and were sent 
a campaign newspaper which he published periodicallyo Ex-
tremely important in the Harris victory were the rural forces 
of Oklahomao Harris himself had a rural background,and when 
Gary was defeated in the first primary, although be remained 
publicly neutral, most of the rurally-oriented switched to 
Harriso Also on the May 26 ballot was a ~ural-reapportion-
ment plan, strongly: supported by the rural forces~ This was 
actually built-in support for Harris, for these individuals 
were the·same ones who bitterly fought Edm.ondson's reform 
petitions during hfs aaministrationo 
(see aboVeg Po 6). 
Harris was also able to pick up support of several otber 
i_nterest groups~ Mi:3.ny of the labor unions supported Harri:s 
due to his stand ag!l.in!9_t S,,taite Questi0n 409,_ right-to:"'work, 
and because of his .supp~rt :for labor in the legislature. 
Har..ris won the support of the Megroes for'his stand on the 
civil rights bill,. Harris received the endorsement of the 
61 
Tulsa Tribune, November 24, 1~63. 
two major Negro newspapers, The Black Dispatch of Oklahoma 
City and the Oklahoma Eagle of T~lsa. 62 Harris also drew 
the endor,sement of Senator Robert So Kerr's widow, and many 
of Ker-r vs fo.rmer Senate staff members formed the core of his 
campaign organization" 
Harris ran ··ii positive campaign of nominating the "man 
who could 'more· eff'ectively unite the Democratic party for a 
victory ln November," whereas Edmondson attacked Harris in 
the final two weeks of the eampaign. 6:5 This may have back-
fired on Edmondson, for the.Democrats were greatly concerned 
over winning the election in November against the personally 
popular and well-know Bud Wilkinson, and, in addition, may 
have recalled the outcome of the intra-party bickering and 
strife in the 1962 gubernatorial election. Many persons 
resented Edmondson for having himself appointed to the 
Senate and ma~ have considered a vote for Harris as a vote 
against Edmondson. Harris may also have possessed a psy-
chologioal advantage in thfi'.t Edmondson had made a poorer-than-
... · 
expect:e·a sh.owing in the first primaryo 
With the final selection o!' the Democratic candidatE!, 
F:I"ed Harris, to oppose Republican Bud Wilkinson in the 
United States Senatorial election, uncertainty prevailed. as 
to. what the final outcome of the general election in Novem'Q·er 
would beo The expected bitter split which the Republicans 
had ho'p'ed to capitalize upon had failed to materialize •. Harris 
had run on the pJ.,a:t.fol!m- of being the only 'Democrat who could 
62
Tu. , ls·a W l,;,; M 27· 1912 4 or· ti.Lg 'ay ·. , · u .• 
63Ibid. 
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unite the Democratic party for victory in November. This was, 
no doubt, true, for Edmondson had alienated the rural faction, 
while Gary was unpopular in urban areaso Moreover, Harris 
had not made bitter political enemies within the partyo 
Republican expectations that a Catholic would head the Demo= 
cratic national ticket, thereby weakening its appeal in 
Protestant Oklahoma, were shaken by the sudden death of 
President John F .. Kennedy and the succession to office of 
Lyndon Bo Johnson, a Protestant from the neighboring state 
of Texaso However, the Republicans still possessed one major 
advantage, that of having Bud Wilkinson, a popular and extrem ... 
ly well-known individual, as their candidate for the United 
States Senateo Past elections had indicated that the Demo-
cratic nomination was tantamount to election to the United 
States Senateo The Oklahoma Republican party was tradition-
ly weak and had only begun to become active- on a state-wide 
scale. The 1964 election, however, gave all indieations of 
running contrary to the established normo With a well-known 
'·1 • 
and popular candidate and growing strength» the Republicans 
appeared to be capable of waging an extremely strong and close 
campaign for· the United States Senateo 
CHAPTER III 
CONDUCT OF THE CAMPAIGN 
Interest in the 1964 senatorial election was higb 1 as 
it promised to be a spirited campaigno Oklahoma is a tra.di-
tionally one-party state, but in 1962 Henry Bellmon became 
the first Republican to win the gubern.~torial election in 
Oklahoma .. Such a victory gave hope to the Republican party., 
and when Bud Wilkinson switched party registration to run on 
the Republican ticket., Republican expectations soared. 
Wilkinson was a nationally known figure, and his entry 
into politics prompted national interest in the campaign .. 
Stories con_eerning the Oklahoma senatorial race appeared in 
the New York Times, the Kansas City Star 9 the Des Moines Regis~ 
ter~ the St9 Louis Post Dispatch, the Chicago Tribune 9 the 
Denver Post, the Omaha World.-Herald 9 the Catholic Commentator, 
the Wall Street J6urnal 9 and Time magazine .. Wilkinson did 
_,..,,.,,.. ·_ . -
not face the usual Republican disadvantage of having to make 
h'tmself known in all parts of the state.. His for,emost task 
appeared to be. that of convincing the voters that he was as 
knowledgea,ble on the issues and the workings of government 
as his opponent)) Fred Harris. 
The outcome of the election appear".ed to depend upon 
whether Wilkinson's pers0nal appe9il would outweigh the strength 
30 
of Harris' party affiliationo Immediately following the 
run-off primary, the candidates began to mak~ preparations 
for the general election, strengthening their campaign or-
ganizations and mapping out campaign strategyo 
Wilkinson created a rather eleborate organization out-
31 
side the regular :Republican state party organizationo This 
was the first state-wide Republican campaign organization in 
Oklahoma.l His state headquarte~s was located in Oklahoma 
City, the headquarters staff consisting of Goodwin Broaddua, 
campaign chairman, Ed Turner, press secretary, and Dick Snider, 
campaign coordinatoro 2 
Wilkinson's state campaign headquarters machinery con-
sisted of six com.mi ttees which were organized on a function-
al basis. These committees were as follows:3 
1. Finance headed by Tony Calvert 
2. Advertising ana Public Relations coordinated 
by Doe Jordan 
3. Candidate's scheduling headed by Pat Jones 
4. Research and Writing headed by Luther Williams 
5., Womenvs Division coordinated by Jerry Mash 
6. Campaign Organization c,haired loy Goodwin Broaddus 
Each or· these six major committees "as in ti.irn &ub-divlcted 
into various functional unitso The activities of each of 
these sub-units were supervised and coordinated by the state 
committee chairman. 
lWall Street Journal, October 26, 1964, Po lOo 
" 
2Bud Wilkinson's Background Informat16t1 
3campaig~ Organiza,tion Sheet for Bud Wilkinsono 
The Finance Committee was structured on a county basis 
with each of Oklahoma's 77 counties having a finance :ch~irman. 
This county chairman coordinated all financial activities 
througho1.i't his countyo There were, in a.ddition, some groups, 
independent of the county organizations, which assisted in 
campaign financial activitieso These were such groups as 
the "Beef for Bud" and "Wheat for Bud" which concentrated on 
financial contributions from cattle ranch&rs and wheat farmers. 
'• . 
The "Bucks .for Bud" headed by dlaude Arnold, former University 
ot Oklahoma fciotball Player, concentrated on the one dollar to 
to twenty-five dollar contributions throughout the state/. 4 
Advertising and Public Relations included the .. printing 
of bumper stickers and the coordination of the work done by 
the advertising agencies and the various writers who drew up 
the campaign advertisements which appeared in newspaperso In 
addition, this committee's functions extended to acivertisem.ents 
and. publicity concerning rallies and other special events for 
the candidateo One division of this committee dealt exclusive-
ly as a consultant and adviser for radio and t~levisibn, ioeo, 
prime exposure time, type of advertisement eteo The Research 
and Writing Committee was in charge of the compilation and 
distribution of the campaign literature, such as prochures or 
campaign newspapers which were published periodicallyo 
Thd.,s:e" organizations oii :gr6up~ throughout the 'state which 
were i_ntJ~rested in having Will!inson speak contacted Pat Jones 
who was in charge of the scheduling of all speaking engagements 
1Bu<t.Wilkinson•s Citizen.Volunteer, July, 1~64o 
.-1·~ .. - ... · .. ,. . . . , ... 
by Wilkinson during the campaign. 
r 
The Women's Divtsion included the work done by the 
"Brigade~rs" and other wom,eil :voJunteers. The "B.rigadear~'.'. 
were perhaps Wilkinson's strongest organization wi.tll·.Jpor~ .. · 
than 60()0 memb.~rs. 5, Active in, all . '77 counties, the "Briga-
dears" were a red, whitell and. blue-uniformed corps of women 
who helped conduct Wilkinson's campaign by soliticing .. voter 
registrati9n, distributing campaign literature, and pro-
viding rides to the polls on election day.6 
The Auxiliary Organizations were coordinated by Jerry 
Mash and consisted of volu}lteers groups, such as "Farmers 
and Ranchers for Bud, n "Car Dealers' tor: Bud, tt ete. These 
3:3 
were Qrdinarily groups on an occupational basis which attemp-
ted to persuade interested groups to join and work aett.v·ely 
in Wilkinson •s campaign. Many auxiliary organiz.ations had 
county chair~en, and their activities.were coordinated by a 
state chairman. 
The Campaign Orga~ization Committee was the most highly 
organized of all committeeso It was chaired by Goodwin 
Broaddus with the Field Ma.:n being -Bronko MeGugano The state 
was divided into ten regions:--g. _each having a chairman: 
Region 
Region 
Region 
l - GoT. Blankenship, Oklahoma·ct'.!tunty 
2 - Dewey Bartlett~ Tulsa county 
3 - Reuben·sparks, Cimarron, Texas, Beaver, 
Harper 11 Woods.11 Woodward, and Ellis counties 
5Bud Wilkinson's Citizen Volunteer, October, 1964. 
6Ibid. 
Region 4 
Region 5 
Region 6 
Region 7 
-
-
-
-
Goodwin Broaddus, Alfalfa, Grant, 
Ga.rfielcig Kay, Nobleg Payne, Pawnee, 
and Osage counties 
Dorothy Stanislaus 9 Washington 9 Nowata 9 
Cra.ig 9 ··ottawa, Delaware, Mayesll Rogers, 
Wagoner, Cherokee 9 and Adair counties 
Robert Kershaw, Muskogee, Okmulgee, 
Sequoyah, Mcintosh, Haskell, LeFlore, 
Latimer, and Pittsburg counties 
Jfm-Evans 51 McCurtain, Pushmataha, 
Cho:ctaw, · Bryan, Atokall Coal, Johnston, 
Marshall, Love, Carter, Murray, and 
Pontotoc counties 
Region 8 = Frank Sneed, Garvin, Jefferson, Stephens, 
Cotton• Comanche, Tillman, Jackson, Kiowa, 
Greer, and Harmon counties 
Region 9 - Charles Baker, Creek, Lincoln.11 Okfuske,e, 
Hughes, Seminole, Pottawatomie, Cleve-
land, and McClain counties 
Region 10 - Cooper West, Roger Mills, Beckham, 
Washita, Custer, Dewey, Major, Blaine, 
Caddo; Grady, Cana~ian, Kingfisher 11 
and Logan co~nties 
Each regional chairman then coordinated and directed the 
activities of the various county chairman chairmeno In 
addition to a chairman, •ach county had a co-chairman and 
a finance chairmano 
The county chairmen served as coordinators of the 
activities of the county Volunter Che.irman 9 the Brigadear 
Chairman, the Special Events Chairman, the Coffee Chairman, 
the Advertising Chairman, the Letter Chairman, an.d the 
Precinct Organization Chairman., Each of these individuals 
in turn directed th~ work falling under his jurisdiction 
within the countyo 
Next in the hierarchy were the city chairman who were 
in charge of all campaign acti~&ties in their particular city., 
7Bud 'Wilkinson's Citizen Volunteer, June 9 1964., 
Each city in turn had a city precinct chairman who directed 
the Wilkinson campaign activities in all city precinctso 
Each city·then was divided into areas with an area chairman 
and each precinct in the area contained a precinct captain 
and several block wor¥~rso Further 11 in each city there were 
poll "{atchers who worked through the regular Republican 
organi'zation 9 and individuals who were in charge of voter 
registration and seeing that a voter planning to be out of 
town on election day made application for an absentee balloto 
The state headquarters periodically sent the county chairmjn, 
the precinct worker~. and the block workers letters of instruc-
tion and schedules of Wilkinsonis campaign appearances. 
Wilkinson's campaign literature included 9 in addition to 
the usual brochures 9 several newsletters which were published 
periodically: . Bud Wilkinson I s Band, Wascm 9 Bud Jllfilkinson' s 
Citizen Volunteer 9 and Bud Wilkinson 1 s Winnero Each contain-
ed news of the campaigp and appeals for volunte~r serviceso 
Individuals were encouraged to send in names of persons who 
might be interested in rec_ei ving the newspapers and other 
campaign li ter'a tureo They were further encouraged to begin 
a chain=l-etter with the newspapers by sending it on to a 
friend and requesting him to do likewiseo Circulation of 
th€ Citizen Volunteer, according to Wilkinsonr state head= 
quarters 9 was over 189 0000 6 
8Bud Wilkinson's Citizen Volunteer 9 August 9 19640 
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Approximately four ti~es a week during October, Wilkinson 
appeared on a half hour television program, covering a diff-
erent area of the state each time., These appearances were 
known as 11Budvs Television Coffee Broadcastso~9 The tele= 
' 
vision appearances were to give Wilkinson an opportunity to 
discuss the issues of the campaign, eogo, fiscal policy, 
Co~munist China 9 the United States Supreme Court 9 in an 
attempt to convince the voters that he was kno•~edgeable on 
the·se, Jssues., The "Brigadear" groups were encouraged to hold 
. '·'· 
coffee parties simultaneously with the programsolO 
Wilkinson, therefore, had created tight, thorough, effic-
ient political machinery which beg~n functioning when he won 
the Republican primary and which continued to function through 
tha general election. It was a highly centralized campaign 
organization,with all campaign strategy and activities being 
coordinated and directed by his state headquarters. Wilkin-
son.I) through his many county 9 town 11 and city workers 9 was 
able to contact the voters at every levelo However, contact 
with voters at the precinct level was particularly emphasized, 
fer this was the level at which the voter would cast his 
balloto Absentee ballot cainpaigns 11 voter registration sol-
icitation, and door•to-door canvassing were employed, eaeh 
involving personal contact with the voters by a Wilkinson 
9BudWilkinson 1 s Citizen Volunteer 9 October 9 19640 
~--~~~~~ ~~~-
lOWall Street Journal, October 26 9 19649 PolOo 
campaign work@ro It was reported that Wilkinson had over 
·l0 11000workers throughout the sta.te.11 The candidate him-
self stressed the necessity of personal 6ontaet with the 
votersp and with his wife tr,veled over the state 9 as they 
:¥ ! 
h_ad do:p.e during the primary 9 attending coffees, teas 9 and 
receptions 9 or givipg speeches to local civic groups. 
Wilkinson hoped to acquaint himself with the voters~.as the 
man who was capabl~ and willing to represent the desires of 
the people 0f Oklahomao 
37 
Wil~J..nson•s opponent, Fred Harris, had been an unsuccess-
ful candidate for governor in 1962, but attributed his loss 
to several faetors--he lacked a state-wide name; he lacked 
a state-wide organization; and, finally he lacked adequate 
finances. 12 In an effort to avoid the recurrence of these 
problems, Harris began to organize his campaign for the United 
States Senate on.e full year before the electiono He toured 
all 563 towns and cities in the state, completing the tour 
in five and one half monthso As he intiated his tour, he 
procured the names of individuals who were "pledged suppor~ 
tersj" ioeo 9 persons who were actually willing to work for 
himo 13 These J.ndividuals served as his contacts in their 
particular toym or_areao Harrill went from town to town on 
his tour, mindful of the need for personal contact with J,he 
llrbido 
12rnterview with Burl Hays, ·Administrative Assistant to 
Harris, ·eklahoma City, Oklahoma, June 189 19650 
13.J:bido 
voters. ·~n the larger cities, coffees were held, or he 
arranged to address one of the local civic clubs or other 
local organizations. In the smaller cities, Harris would 
begin at one end of town and work his way to the other end 
by entering stores,- shaking hands and introducing himself 
to the voters. Before his arrival, press_releases were 
given to the newspapers announcing the exact time that he 
would be in a given area. If a city had a radio station, 
it was notified of his arrival and an interview with the 
candidate was arranged, if the station desired .. As Harris 
left each city, a second press release was presented to the 
newspaper, containing a brief summary of Harris' statements. 
This type of campaigning, which began one year before the 
primary and' which was actually organized for the primary 
alone, continued to function throughthe general election. 
Immediately after receiving the Democratic party nomi-
nation for the United States Senate, Harris conducted a the.nk-
you tour of the state, thus reinforceing his personal contact 
with the voters. This tour was arranged on a schedule with 
approximately two to three hours allocated to each of the 
cities. Press releases were again distributed before and 
after his arrival. 
Harris had developed an organization even before he won 
the run-off primary on May 26, 1964. There were 212 town and 
city coordinators who supervised and directed campaign activ• 
ities on behalf of Harris. There were also Harris county 
eoordinato~s in each of the 77 counties, and finally the state 
was divided into nine areas with· a Har:r1s coordina'tor in 
each area. Some countiea were not included in an area if 
Harris felt there was not the necessity for a coordinator 
over and above the local county chairmano The areas were 
as follows: 14 
Area 1 - John S. Gilkeson, Rogers, Mayes, Nowata, 
Craig, Ottawa, Adair, and Cherokee counties 
Area 2 - Bob Wilson;:<St~phens, Grady, Jefferson, 
. , .. · Cotton, and Com~:µ,che counties . 
Ar~~ 3 - Vance Womack,.· ~iii:ihmataha, McCurtain, and 
Choctaw eou;ntiesi . . 
Area 4 - Anthony Mas,sad, ,Tillman, Jackson, Kiowa, 
Harmon, and G:rEJ~i' counties . 
.Area 5 - M. A~ Lilly, .Wa,~bington, Osage, Pawnee, 
··Ore·ek, Nobl~ and, Kay· counties 
:Area E5 • Hc;,lland Meac.ha~;'(·Beekham, Roger Mills,· 
. ' ! . -~~·,: ,, I<'-• . ' 
· Dewey,. Cust,e"l"; "illid Washl ta countie~ 
::-Af~., . 7 Ben. ];3ensGn,(Wooe1ward, Texas,. Beaver,. . '· 
Ha:r-per, 'Cirnarroh~. Major, Woods, and 
Alftfp'11 cou,ii~.s .· 
. ~ea . 8 - W~lf •. Bailey,·. A'tpl!a, Bryan, Coal, and. 
"Johnstt;oil counties 
A:re~ 9 - Ancel, Simpsbn{ K;l.ngfisher, Logan, .. 
Canadian and'<Blaine counties · 
39 
These :trid\vid1;1als remained,in.q!ose personal contact with 
Harris' ~t•te headqµarterS' aiid:coordinated the work in thei,r 
pa:r-ticular areas..... ' 
. . . : . . . 
Harris had crE!ated this machinery for the primary elec-
tion:, but a:f'.ter his victory in the run-off primary, he began 
to use it in conjunction with the regular Demqcratie · .. party 
orgainzation. Harris established hie official state head-
quarters in the Sheraton Hotel in Oklahoma Cityo His state 
~;m~;ign eoord:trie.t.cir wa's ·. ~u:r:1> Hays, the administrative 
assistant to the late -Senator Kerro His campaign manager and 
14'thid. · 
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treasurer was 'William McCandless, and Charles Cooper served 
as press s.ecretary. Harris and hi-s-;: headquarters staff' worked 
closely with the Democratic State Central Committee. Very 
active in bis campaign were Martin Hauan, who did public re-
lations work for the committees, and Jim Monroe, who was the 
Executive 'Director of the Democratic State Central Comm.i ttee. 
Harris possessed two sets of campaign workers in a county, 
the Democratic. party county chairman and the Harris county 
chairman, in ad-dition to the many. city and town workers. 
Their activities in behalf of Harris were coordinated by his 
state headquarters. 
Harris relied greatly on his pledged supporters in con-
ducting his campaign. Periodically he published progress 
reports wh:Leh were sent only to these individuals. These 
repo~ts, ~hich were sent out every two or three weeks and 
which were not for publication, containe4 information on the 
activities of the candidate and what particular points should 
be stressed by H$rris' campaign workersol5 Certain times 
were established for billboara advertisements, the bumper 
sticker campaign, and fence stringing. These supporters, 
then, were active in helping the candidate accomplish these 
tasks .. 
Among the volunt~ers working for Harris were such groups 
as "Higher Education for Harris," "Doet:ors for Harris," "Law-
yers for Harris," etc.16 
15Ib1d. 
l6Ibid. 
These groups were encouraged to undertake letter-writing 
campaigns to insure support for the Democratic candidateo 
As in Wilkinson's campaign!) women were active in Harris' 
behalf in door-to-door canvassing and voter registration 
solicitation. Many of them wore dresses made out of the 
"Harris Headliner" material 9 which were headlines concern-
ed with Harris' campaign activities reproduced in cloth .. 
Throughout the entire campaign, Harris and his wife travel-
ed across the state attending meetings with the voting 
public .. 
Harris' campaign literature consisted of campaign bro-
chures and a periodical entitled the Common Sense News .. The 
Democratic Central Committee publication, The Oklahoma~-
~' also contained news of the Harris campaign.,17 In 
contrast to Wilkinson's campaign literature, Harris' empha-
sized a close association with his political party and the 
pa~ty~s presidential candidate .. 
Harris campaign strategy was to meet the voters person-
ally and become well-known as he had failed to do in the 1962 
gubernatorial eampaigno His senatorial campaign was pi tenerd 
to reach its peak in the last eight weeks of the campaign .. 18 
Emphasis wa:s placed on radio and television advertise-
ments, bumper sticker; drives, etc •. during the last eight weeks. 
17Democratic State Central Comm:tttee 9 The Oklahoma 
Democrat, July, 1964., 
IE:fBurl Hays, Personal Interviewo 
Also during this time Harris made public appearances at 
twenty-one area rallies which were sponsored by the Demo-
cratic State Central Committeeo 19 In the last few days of 
the campaign, the 'Democrats instituted a new type of cani-
paign technique, the "Victory Train•" There were two Demo-
cratic "Victory Specials," one in the eastern part of the 
state and the other in western Oklahomao The first,trip 
began at Welch, Oklahoma near the Kansas border and went 
42 
soubh 267 miles to Colbert, Oklahom~, near the Texas border. 20 
The second train began in Weatherford, Oklahoma and contin-
ued 245 miles to Enid, Oklahomao21 The train carried Harris, 
other Democratic candidates, and prominent state Democrats. 
The train stopped in towns along the route for short speeches 
by the candidates and the singing of campaign songs by the 
"Democratic Dolls,'' a twelve-woman gr0up from Okmulgeeo 22 The 
candidates termed the "whistle-stops• successful, and the 
turnout was remarkablely high. 23 This techniques allowed the 
qindidates to stump the state in the crucial few days before 
the ei•,~ion in a final effopt to convince the voters to 
suppo~t~~he Democratic pa~~J ~t the polls. 
;t;~Ibid,, 
~(cyTufsa Worid, October ~9j 1964" 
21T-iilsa World, Novemb~r 5~ 1964. 
22 Tul.sa World, October 29, 19640 
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The strategies of the·two candidates were remarkably similar, 
each emphasizing the need to meet voters personally. Harris, 
··. 
however,. :'formed a rather uncomplicated campaign organization, 
and after winning the Democratic run-off primary)) worked p:ri-
marily through the state Democratic party machinery, although 
he .·did continue to rely on his volunteer workers alsoo 
'Wilkinson, on the other hand, created a more complicated cam-
paign structure which worked independently of the state Repub-
lican party organization. However, there was little practi-
cal difference in the type of campaigns each candidate waged. 
Each candidate, by discussing the issues of the campaign and 
-expia+ning his political philosophy, attempted to convince 
,• > \ \ 
the voters that he was the best person to represent them in 
the United States Senate. 
Each of the candidates chose a major theme for his cam-
paign. Wilkinson, in his kick-off rally in Oklahoma City on 
September 12, 1964, expressed his theme as •Put Oklahoma 
First .• •.2 4 H i th th h d 1 t d th th f arr s, on . e o. er an, se ec ,e . e eme o 
"Pea,ce and Paychecks" for bis campaign. 25 
Wilkinson's entire eampaign revolved around bis slogan. 
He accused Harris of neglecting his duties and responsibilities 
as a state senator by cen~inued absences from the sessions of 
the legislature. Wilkinson cl~imed that an independent audit 
by Arthur Young and Coo, certified public acc~unt.ants, revealed 
2
~Wilkinieon•s Winner, October, 1964. 
25'.Pu1-sa World, October 11, 1964. 
that Fred Harris 
is 39th or fifth from the bottom in the listing 
of senators present to transact official state 
businesso He sinks to 4lst (out of 44) on the 
'not-voting, all roll c~ll votes' and also 4lst 
in the •voting record, roll call votes, exoluding 
emergency clauses.,26 
44 
Wilkinson, then, pledged to "put Oklahoma first, not 4lsto•27 
Wilkinson continued by stating that he believed that he was 
qualified to represent Oklahoma's wishes and that he did not 
intend to be a rubber-stamp to any administration.28 He re-
peatly referred to the "Harris-LBJ package ticket," stating: 
Harris' position on most issues is identical with 
those of a majority of Oklahomans, yet he campaigns 
on sending him to Washington to support the admin-' 
istrationo Do you really believe th1~ 33 year old 
~an can go up there and tell LBJ he can't v9te wit-
. him?29 
Wilkinson also expresed the belief that all Oklahomans 
must be represented by the new United States Senator, and 
that this entailed bringing more jobs and economic growth 
to the stateo He contended that he could best represent 
Oklahoma, not only in the Senate, but also in the "halls 
of Industryo'n30 To bring more jobs and economic growth to 
Oklahoma required the attraction of new industry to the 
sta.te! 
Okla:h.oma has abundant material':resources and the 
,best labor force in the country. I know that I 
can.get in to see the leaders of indus-try, and I 
26 Wilkinson's Winner, October, 19640 
27Ibido 
28Tulsa World, October 18, 19640 
29Ibid. 
30Tulsa World, October 14~ 1964. 
know that I can sell them on Oklahoma.31 
I kriow.thes~ people personally and have for a 
long time. 3 . 
45 
Wilkinson, in many of his speeches, 1declared his con-
cern over the inere~sing size and growth of the national 
government and the influence of the Americans for Democratic 
Action (ADA) on both foreign and domestic policieso 
I will restore the proper balances to our government 
-- ... strong local government, sovereign states, and a 
limited .federal establishment. A,nd., within the fed-
eral government, we must have a restoration of the 
constitutional balances~ We must turn again to our 
heritage of a government which protects equal rights 
and privileges of all--and §xpects in return equal 
responsibilities from all.3 . 
In speaking of the ADA, Wilkinson expressed the belief that 
it controlled the Democratic party, and, as a result, controli-
ed American foreign and domestic policy. He condemned the 
organization for supporting a "suicidal, program" which includ,d 
the recognition of Red China, surrendering control of the 
Panama Canal, abolishing the House Un-American Activities 
Committee, increasing aid to Communist countries, and admit-
ting Castro es Cuba as a member of the Organization of Amer-
ican Stateso34 He quoted .Arthur Schlesinger as outlining the 
ADA aims when he (Schlesinger) said, "Their is no reason why 
we can't make a socialist American through a series of nevfi 
31Ibid. 
32 
· Tulsa World, October 189 1964 .. 
33Wilkinson•s Winner, Oct0ber, 19640 
34Tulaa World, October 6, 19640 
-~ 
deals~•35 
A considerable number of the issues in the campaign were 
of direct interest to particular voting blocs in Oklahoma. 
,. 
These issues include a )t;he oil .depletion a,llowanee, curbs on 
beef anct oil imports, the develop01ent of water res·ource pro-
grams, right-to-work, and the Rural Electrification Adminis-
tration (BF.A). 
A large percentage of Oklahoma's total personal income 
is from oil or oil-connected industries, therefore, the oil 
depletion allowance and a curb on oil imports is of vital 
importance to many Oklahomans. Wilkinson stressed that in 
orde_r to ret./i1n and strengthen Oklahoma's economic bas.e, the 
oil indu$'tH•y·"inust remain heal thy: 
There are positive steps which must b.e taken to 
accomplish this. It can be ~one by maintaining 
the 27%, o,1,1 depletion allowance, by curbing ex-
cessive ft>.1-n oil.imports which jeopardize the 
future of our domestic industry, and·by repeal-
ing the unfair· :,nd badly administered natural 
gas aet.36 · · · 
Agriculture ia-.-·al,so qt ,major concern to Oklahomans, with 
11,g of the state's pqpulatl'~n living on farm.so 37 With rising 
beef imports, the price for domestic meat lowerso Wilkinson, 
:' I ' 
in ~n app~·,1 :'for the suppor:t of the agric-ul tural bloc, made 
the folldwing statement: 
While maintaining farm income, we should work towarctt 
a gradual systematic eliminat!on of government con-
trols over the farmers\," It is vitally important to 
35Ibid. 
36 
· Wilkinson's Winner, 0·6tober, 1964 • 
. . 37 John J. Kleilh.et.al., ·!2 Oklahoma Economy, Po 27~ 
Oklahoma•s beef industry to limit imports. By 
liiniting imports, we will provide fon the con-
tint1ed growtg.8and economic well-being of beef 
proclucert••• 
47 
In a stronger statement be accused the federal government 
and Orville Freeman, Secretary of Agriculture, of "doing 
more to invade the privacy and freedom of action of Amer-
ican farmers than had been done in the history of the Repub-
li~.n39 According to Wilkinson, Freeman proposed jail sen-
tences for farmers who did not keep proper records and sent 
"spy planes" over 80% of the farm lands to photograph the 
acreage allotment'S.40 
,. 
Concerning the development of,the water resource pro-
grams and the Arkansas ~iver project, Wilkinson said, 
The state's major water programs must be planned 
and completed ••• the Arkansas Basin and Deep Fork 
projects must b-e funded and completed on sehedule 0 41 
He also praised these projects as improving Oklahoma's econ-
omy by adding thousands of acres of productive farm land 
which was usually subject to frequent floodingo42 
Wilkinson refused to take a spe~ific stand on the right-
to-work issue, dee-laring his persopal views on the matter 
were not significant to the senatorial race. However, he did 
38 Vote for Bud, (campaign pamphlet) 
---
39'.rulsa World, October 18, 1964. 
40ibid. 
41Tulsa World, OctoQer, 1964. 
42Wilkinson's Winner, October, 1964. 
favor the rentention of Section 14-B of the Taft-Hartley 
Act whichs permits states to vote on a right-to-work lawo 43 
With r.espect to the Rural Electrification Administra-
tion (REA) 9 Wilkinson stated that he was in favor of the 
•. 
ba~ic aims of the REAo However, he added that he did not 
believe that "electric co-ops should be allowed to borrow 
governmental money to lend 0 n44 
48 
The ab9ve issued may be considered :tro be of significance 
to certain-sizeable voting blocs in Oklahomall 1oeo 9 agricul-
ture 9 labor, and the petroleum industrieso There were, how-
ever, other national iesuea which were of interest to Okla-
homanso These included federal aid ·.:to educati.q,n, civil rights, 
fiscal policy, foreign policy, the Medicare program, and the 
anti-poverty progra.m. 
Wilkinson stated that he was in favor of the continua-
tion of federal aid to education for impacted schools but 
gict not believe that such aid should be given to parachial 
schoolso 45 On the National Defense Education Act, Wilkin-
son declared: "I'm in favor of anything that helps the stu-
dents get a better ectucationou46 
During an appear~nce at Oklahoma State University, Wil-
k:l.rison was asked how he w.o~uld have voted on the recently 
p,ased civil righ~, billo His response was that it would 
43T~lsa World, October 14, 1964. 
44Ibido 
45Altus Times-Democrat, Octobe! 11, 19640 
46Spe&ch at Oklahoma State University by Bud Wilkinson, 
October 6, 19640 
not enhance his campaign for him to say, no matter which 
way he woul·d have voted. 47 He did add, however, that he 
had had certain reservation but that the act was part of 
the law of the land, ao his reservations.were unimportant. 48 
Wi1'kins·on pointed out th~t the Un1 versi ty of Oklahoma was 
the first souUiern school to aesegregtil.te its athletic teams, 
and he was optimistic about getting the Negr~ vote. 49 
Wilkinson o.ften e·.xpressed concern over United States 
fiscal policy and its effect on the economy. He s·uggested 
that ·the. unbalanced budgets were we•kiening the purehaslng 
power of the American dollar and that ;t,he individuals who 
suffered the most from this inflation were those who liv·ed 
on a fixed in.come, such aa those on social security.so He 
stated ·that American gold stocka were $15 billion, while due 
bills held by other countries totaled $24 billion. This, he 
suggestec;i, was caused by the "badly managed foreign aid pro-
gram" and he contended that American's financial problems 
could never "'be solved until the United States discontinued 
the habit of deficit finaneing. 51. He condemned Pres.idents 
Kennedy and Johnson for averaging a defieit of approximate-
ly $36 billion a year.62 
47Kansas City St~r, October 18, 1964. 
48Ibicio 
49'I'.ulss. World, October 6, 1964. 
SOWhy Bud is Best, (campaign pamphlet) 
51Tulsa World, October 21, 1964. 
52rbid. 
50 
Wilkinson accused the Demoeratic party and Fred Harris 
of supporting a vague and vacillating foreign policy and 
matntained·that Amer-ica had been •aceomodating her enemies 
and undercutting her alliesott53 He illustrated this belief 
by pointing our that the United States sold wheat to Russia, 
built a nuclear power plant in numania, while at the same 
time it spent 54% of the budget for aefense and condemned 
Great Britain for selling buses to Cuba. 54 Wilkinson, then, 
outlined three alternatives which were open to the United 
States·in her foreign policy to•ard the communist nati-ons-
·-that of aacomodatir:gAmerica•s enemies and.by-passing her 
allies; that of tading with the communist nations and at the 
same time demanding political concessions; or, finally,. 
that of instituting a complete enbargc>°".~5 Wilkinson stated 
that he favored the second choice. He .further ~mph.a.sized 
that peace could eome only through strength and alltanees 
with the free world; rather than appeasement of the comm-
1 i 56 un st eountr eso 
The Democratic ad.ministration had recommended the im-
plem'ientation of medical care for the aged, financed through 
social security. 
,c,. 
Wilkinson condemned the plan as a ~~~ck 
53Tulsa World, October 17, 1964. 
54
-Speech in Okmulgee, Oklahoma, August 15, 1964. 
55 . 
Speech in Oklahoma State University, October 6, 1964. 
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door approach to socialized medicine,.• and indicated his 
support of the Kerr-Mills plan of medical care for the aged 
"with appropriate adjustments.n57 Wilkinson likewise eon-
demned another proposal of the Democratic administration, 
the program to alleviate poverty in the United Stateso He 
~tated, "The war on poverty program is a clever political 
scheme designed to eaptur~ votes.n58 
The administration considers anyo:pe with less 
than $300 annual income poverty stricken, while 
the average·person on soc1,.al security loses all 
social security benefits before he can attain a 
total income of $3000. More than ·orie million 
members of the armed forces have less than 
$3000 a year income, including all allowances 
for food, clothing, an~ shelter.59 
Ap. evaluation of Wilkinson's campaign statements leads 
to the discovery of two major points of emphasiso One was 
61 
his major theme of putting Oklahoma first and his·belief 
that his views were mor.e representative of the beliefs of 
the general public than those of the Democratic party. The 
other was his continuous indictment of the growing size and 
powers of the national government and of the policies of the 
Democratic administrationo He furthe~ pointed out that to 
elect a Democratic senator would be ~o continue these pro-
grams and policies which, in ,his opinion, were destroying the 
right~ of the states and the freedoms of the individual 
57Tulsa Tribune, April 28, 1964. 
58"!'ulsa World, October 29, 196_4~ 
59rbido 
citizenso By emphasizing these two basic points, Wilkinson 
sought to alienate enough voters from the Democratic party 
to achieve victory for, .. himself. 
52 
Introducing the theme for his campaign, Fred Harris made 
the following statement: "Paychecks and peace are the issues. 
We must have a common sense program for American which will 
provide new jobs at home and new security for our country 
· n60 
-abroad .. Harris tied in his stands on the issues with this 
_~heme, coupled with his "common sense" approach to politics. 
Harris emphasized that Oklahoma's economic health could. 
be nourished and expanded through the development of inde-
pendent ·strength in agriculture, oil, and mining. 61 He 
stressed the importance of maintaining the oil depletion 
allowanee and red.ueing foreign oil imports .. 
A stronger oil indt;1.stry means more jobs at home 
and new security abroad for the Unit~d States .. 
We must retain the 27i-% oil depletion allowance, 
establish a c·ommon sense policy on imports and 
expand·world ~arkets for crude 011.62 
In addition, Harris pointecil out that he had written and 
supported legislation passed in the 1963 legislative session 
which raised Oklahoma•s oil depletion allowance from 20~ to 
27j,% to match the federal allowance .• 63 
In the area of agriculture and beef imports, Harris in-
dicated that. hi-s understanding. of farm probl.ems was due to 
60Backing 2 Winning Democratic Team., (campaign pljmphlet) 
61Tulsa World, February 26, 1964~ 
62Ibid .. 
63Ibid .. 
his ha•ing been raised on a farmo Furthermore, he pointed 
out that he had co-authored farmers• tax exemption legis-
la tion, legislation eoncerning.r school land loans for farmers, 
and legislation which established the Oklahoma Wheat Conunis-
siono64 Harris voiced the need for healthy farm prices and 
adequate price floors, expanded research, curbing of beef 
imports, and a lessening of governmental controls when 
practica1 .. 65 
Concerning the development of water resource programs 
and the ArkansasRiver project, Harris said that Oklahoma was 
ten years ahead of the nation in water development programs 
because of the foresight of the late Senator Kerr. "I want 
to carry out theldream Senator Kerr had for more jobs and 
industry and better development for our soil and water re-
sources.n66 Harris also expressed eoriftdence that the 
House of Representatives and the Senate Appropriations 
committees would increase the budget for the Arkans~S'River 
project .. 67 
The right-to-work amendment appeared on the Oklahoma 
ballot on May 5, 1964 and was defeated .. At the time Harris 
64Backing the Winning Democratic Teamo 
65Ibido 
66La:wton Morning Press, September 23, 1964. 
67Tulsa World, January 26, 1~64. 
personally opposed the passage of such an amendment, although 
at a public forum i.n Enid, Oklahoma, he affirmed that he 
favored the retention of Section 14-B of the Taft-Hartley Act, 
which allows a state to vote on its own right-to-work amend-
mento68 Responding to Wilkinson's statements on the Rural 
Electrification Administration, Harris stated that he fully 
supported the REA program, including its loan program .. 6'9 
Harris favored t;he program of federal aid to education 
then in existence, ioe, land grant colleges, vocational 
training, federal funds for impacted schoolso However, he 
did not favor additional federal aid to common schools 
unless such aid could meet two very strict tests: 
1. that the aid would be made on the basis Q;f 
demonstrated need 
2o that the aid be given in a lump sum to the 
~tate to distribute, or by some other method 
which wo¥od insure against improper fecleral 
controlo 
If the aid could not be given without federal <}011trol 11 he 
could not support ito 
Harris supported ttthat portion of the Democratic plat-
form, which like the Republican platform, calls for the 
execution and enforcement of the civil rights law 0 1171 
68Tulsa World, October 14, 1964. 
69Letter from Fre,d Harris, Unites States Senator, July 
23, 19650 
70Enid Sunday Morning Nevvs, October 11, 19640 
71Ibido 
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In adct:ition, Harris called attention to his record of support 
in the Oklahoma State Senate for equal opportunity legisla-
tion to end di~crimination. He also pointed out that he was 
the author of the state act creating the Human Rights 
Commissiono 72 
Harris called for f];'ugali ty and thrift in tl:i.e, fiscal 
policy of the federal government and encouraged the pass-
age of further tax cuts which would provide additional 
financial resources to private interests, thus creating the 
rnearis for additional jobso He also attacked the national 
government for "pre-empting too many area&,bf taxation, which 
has lf9f't the cities and states s''trapped for funds for neces-
sary growtn."7:3 He opposed the repeal of the tax exefhptions 
of· munfcfpdl bonds be.cause· such ·"was absolutely necessary to 
dities~~74 In addition, Hjr:rii lashed out at Wilkinson for 
fa:ekirig "the neoessary knowledge to be a sponsor.n75 He 
rEiferred. in: particular to statements Wilkinson had made con-
ce,rnlng foreign aid and America' a lack of protection for Amer-
f.canir:ivestprf? abroad agains't expropriationo Harris pointed 
out tnat va'rious government. agencies "had been insuring Amer-
ie·~ri-ow'ned. investments against expropriation, commercia;i.. and 
rici:n-comin~r'cial, since 1948."76 He repeated statements he ha.d 
7 2l,etter.from Fred1Harris .. 
73Tuls~ Tt;iibune, September 11, 1964 .. 
·7.g,> .... 
····· ·.Ibid. 
'75Miami ~ Record, October 21, 1964. 
76Ibid,.. 
macte during the primary that American foreign aid projects 
were often insults to the taxpayers and that America should 
encourage self-help and independence of f.oreign nationso 77 
Harris called for the use of common sense in American 
56 
foreign policy and defense and the need for America to stand 
as a firm ally of her friendso "We must stand alone, or in 
concert 9 resolutely and with determination against communist 
aggression, wheirnr it occurs in the world. n78 He opposed 
giving up control of the Panama Canal or allowing a commu-
nist take-over of South Viet-Nam and Southeast Asiae He 
called for the tightening of the economic and political 
isolation of Cuba and the halting of the spread of commu-
nism in Latin Americane 79 
American foreign policy:1 based upon firm purpose 
and strong ch~racter, will inspire respecto We 
cannot buy love., America should. be a friend to 
the downtrodden people everywhere, but not a 
collaborator with those who oppose them.,80 
Harris, like Wilkinson, opposed the passage of Medicare, 
medical care for the aged, and called the strengthening of 
the Kerr-Mills Plan. In contrast to Wilkinson 9 howeverr he 
supported the Democratic administration's anti-poverty pro-
gram., 
Harris stated that ••a Democratic team rather than a 
.. ,
77:tet's Elect Fred Harrifl (campaign pam,phlet) 
78Enid Sunday Morning News 9 October 11, 19640 
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glamourous personality can sell industry on Oklahoma.tt8l He· 
added that "wining and dining would not get the job done," 
that only facts would interest businessmen. 82 Harris speci-
fied several areas in which he had authored pr co-authored 
legi~lation to aid in improving the position of industry. He 
authored the Local r'ndustrial Financing Act which created 
the state industrial finance commission and allowed cities 
and towns to vote ,self-liquidating bonds as an aid to·· indus-
trial finance.83 He also served as Chairman of the Indus-
trial :Development Committee and worked to strengthen the 
Department of Commerce and Industry. 
In response to the Republican candidates' concern over 
the incre~sing range of national governmental activities, 
Harris distributed four pages of mimeographed material in 
which he listed over one hundred activities of the national 
government in Oklahoma. The list included the military bases, 
interstate highways, agricultural projects, flood control 
programs\ etco He then inquired of Wilkinson which of these 
activities he proposed to reduce or eliminateo 
Throughout his campaign, Harris continually emphasized 
the merits of electing a Democratic senator from Oklahoma 
who would serve in a Democratic Senate and work with a Denio-
cratic House of Representatives and.P.resident. Speaking for 
Harris at his kick-off rally in Oklahoma City, Senator Mike 
81Tulsa World, October 16, 1964. 
82Ibid. 
83~ ~ Winning Democratic Team. 
Mo~roney stated: "If Oklahoma elects a Republican, the state 
will lose 50% of its strength in the Senateo President 
Johnson is building up. to a landslide victory and nee,~s a 
team in th,~ Sehf,lteo tt.B4 Although Harris strongly endorsed 
the election of Lyndon Johnson and Hubert Humphrey, he 
indicated that he had specific differences with the, e.go, 
Medicareo 
Harris·, entire campaign was permeated with his emphasis 
on pre·paration for the job. His brochures and billboards 
contained ·slogans such as "Prepared for the Job" att'd "prepar-
ation is the difference." He often lsade reference to the 
fact that the Tulsa Tribune had called him "the busiest and 
hardest working memba~ of the legislature last session.M86 
His brochures stated that he was thoroughly prepared ·to be 
a United States Senator because of his "experfenee and tire-
less work'' for eight y.ears in the Oklahoma $tate s~nate. 86 
In the United ·states Senate, I will be working under 
"rules and in many situations which are just like the 
ones 81 have worked for eight years as a. state sena-
tor .. 
Harris continued· his theme of preparation and experience by 
r-eeall:t.ng that the University of Oklahoma Board of Regents 
did not suggest that Raymond Gary or Fred Harris take the 
job as football coacn "because they were searching for 
84Tulsa World, October 5, 1964., 
85Let's Elect Fred Harrib. 
86rbido 
87 Back ~ Winning Democratic Team ... 
eomeone experienced and qualified.n88 
:, 11 
In an~wering Wilkinson's charges of absenteeism in the 
state senate, Harris said that this was refuted by the Sen-
ate Journal Clerk who showed him present for 92% of the 
attendence roll ealls, and Harris ~ent on to accuse Wilkin-
1on·of a "total and lifelong &bsenteeism from participation 
in public affairsott89 
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The Democratic candidate charged Wilkinson with run-
ning an essentially n'ega ti ve campaign, while he himself 
advocated a positive program of action.90 He asserted that 
the polls showed Goldwater, the Republican presidential can-
didate, and Wilkinson were declining in popularity due to 
their neg~·ti ve philosophy. Harris' strategy included link-
ing Wilkinson as closely as possible with the Repub~~can 
•, 
presidential candidate. He charged Wilkinson with foilow-
ing Goldwater and his far-right approach to government and 
referred to headlines in an Oklahoma c}ty new.~paper: "Bud 
Says Democrats Want u. N., to Take Over World., n9'l ·. This, he 
contended, was proof of Wilkinson•s far-right attitudeo 
Harris also wished to link Wilkinson closely with Goldwater, 
88 · Tulsa World, October 5, 1964. 
89 Ibid., 
90 ·. Tulsa World, October 8, 1964. 
91Kansas City Star, October 18, 1964 .. 
while linking himself with Johnson in order to capitalize 
on Johnsons• popularity in Oklahoma. 
An analysis of Harris' position on issues reveals that 
his major aim was to convince the Oklahoma voters that his 
experience would most qualify him to be a United State Sen-
atoro Realizing that Johnson, who was from the neighboring 
state of Texas, appeared to be quite popular in Oklahoma, 
Harris continually emphasized the "Harris-LBJ team• and the 
benefits of electing a Democratic senator to serve in a 
Congress with a Democratic majority and that the election 
of a Republican could only weaken Oklahoma's position. By 
linking himself closely with Johnson and Wilkinson with Gold-
water, Harris hoped to benefit from an expected Johnson vie-
tory in Oklahoma. 
A comparison of the candidates' positions on the oil 
depletion allowance, oil imports, agriculture and beef im-
ports, medical care for the aged financed through 'S·oeial 
security, water resource programs, the Arkansas River pro-
ject, and the restoration of Section 14-B in the Taft-Hart-
ley Act reveals that there was little practical difference. 
Both eandi.d.ates obviously were concerned with presenting 
a favorable image to the public, wh:1-le at the same time 
appealing to pa~ticular voting blocs. Because oil and agri-
eultur,e are important industr+es in Oklahoma, a candidate for 
office must
0
.,.neQessarily be interested in the support of these 
. . 
groups. In this election both candidates favored policies 
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Which were of benefit· to these blocs, eogo·, oil depletion 
. 
allowance, curbs on beef and oil imports .. The welfare bloc 
in Oklahoma was also significant, with over 7% of the civil-
ian population receiving some type of public assistance. 92 
Wilkinson, therefore., voiced his desire to adjust welfare 
payments so that they would keep up with the increasing cost~ 
of medicine and commodities· .• 93 Harris laid stress on the 
fact that.he had co-authored le-gislation which increased 
assistance and which~llowed olde~ people to earn $50 a 
montho94 Wilkinson appealed to the veterans. by giving par-
ticular emphasis to tn.e .f.act that he was the only com"t?at 
veteran in the senatorial race •. Thus, one can find little 
difference between the appeals of the two candidateso It 
was primarily o:h the national issue~·, which were discussed 
in the. broadest terms, that the candidates differed. Wilkin-
son's statements concerning the evils of big government and 
communism were cloaked in conservative overtones, and Lyndon 
Johnsono However, in the campaign there was a marked absence 
of "mud-slinging" by the candidates, with the only personal 
attacks coneerning Harris' absences from the sessions of the 
state senate and Wilkinson's lack of political experience. 
92John J. Klein_etoal., The Oklahoma Economy, PolOl. 
9_3Bud Wilkinson, ( campaign pamphlet). 
94Let' s Elect Fred Harris. 
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In October the candidates agreed to debate the campaign 
issues on televJ.sion .. The debate originally was car;ried only 
by one Tulsa television station, but was taped and subsequent-
ly shown throughout the state. The rules of the debate were 
agreed upon by the candidateso Each was given a designated 
length of time to make an opening statement 9 and after each 
had spoken the other was given rebuttal timeo 
Harri~' strategy fo~ the television debate was to em-
phasize Wilkinson's lack of political experience and to 
attempt to tie as closely together as possible Wilkinson's 
candidacy with the Republican presidential candidate, Barry 
Goldwater 9 while linking himself with Lyndon Johnsono Wilkin-
sop,. on. tJie other hand, attacked Harris' absences from the 
stat.e s,enate and highly endorsed Goldwater's candidacyo The 
debate was characterized by a lack of specific statements 
on- the part of both candidates and was merely a repetition 
of earlier campaign statements. The debate itself' was re-
ceived without enthusiasm by the press and a large percen-
tage of the general publico95 
From time to time during the campaign, polls were taken 
in the state by United Press Internationalo Fifty ballots 
were given to each participating newspaper, except in Tulsa 
and Oklahoma City, whose newspapers each received one hundred 
ballots apiece. 96 The· first poll,· taken September 10, 1964, 
95okmulg~e Daily Time@, October 17, 19640 
96Dai1ly Oklahomam, October 11, 1964., 
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showed.that Harris led in twenty communities, while Wilkin-
son led in thirteen, including Oklahoma City and Tulsa. 97 
In the second poll Harris again led in twenty communities 
an.d Wilkinson in thirteen. Al though Wilkinson retained the. 
lead in .Tulsa, Harris had captured Oklanoma City. 98 The 
polls were not intended to be scien.tif1c' surveys but mere-
ly '9.n att.empt to i.ndicat.e v-oter ,sent'1ment. They provided 
the candidates· wi.t;h an indication ·of their weakest areas, 
and in some casea indicated a great deal of vote swi t.ch-
itlg from the previous poll •. 
The election was held November 4, 1964, with Harris 
receiving 466, 782 votes and Wilkinson 445, 392.,99 Harris 
ran a little over 53,00 votes behind the Democratic presi-
d;:ntial candidat1e, Lyndon Johnson, while Wilkinson received 
32,000votes m:ore·than did Barry Goldwater, the Republica~ 
presidential candidate. Harris' victory was a. suprise to 
many, inelud.lng the Republican candidate who was quoted by 
the presi, as saying he bad not exp&cted to·lose the elec .. 
tion., The element which were most signift·eant in Harris' 
··.success will be of the major concern of the next chapter. 
97trn1ted Pt-ess International Poll, September 10, 1964. 
98united P~ess International Poll, October 10, 1964. 
99Tulsa World, November 7, 1964. 
CHAPTER FOUR 
ANALYSIS Ol ~BE VOTING BEHAVIOR 
The overwhelming majority of Oklahoma voters are 
registered as either ~emoerats or Republicans and norm~lly 
tend to vote for candidates of their party in state and 
national elections. 1 Most studies of Oklahoma voting reveal 
that party identification is the most important single fac-
tor in shaping Oklahoma voting patterns. Thus, in Oklahoma 
elections the Democratic candidate has a decided advanta·ge. 
Straight party voting, however:, is frequently condi.- · 
ti.oned by such factors as the personal! ty of the cand.idates 
and their stand on specific issues. It .is not unusual for 
the minority party to select persons--as candidates who pos-
sess a high degree of personal attractiveness and can offset 
the obvious advantages of the majority party by inducing 
cross party votin~ '!!inority party candidates are forced to 
impress upon the majority party voters their superior per-
son,al qualifications in order to induce a substantial num-
ber of these to bolt their party. They may also attempt to 
lThere are 953,243 peop3:-11 ~egistered ___ as Democrats·; 231, 
673 are regis.tered as independents·. Letter from Oklahoma State 
Election Board, April 16, 1965-. 
$4 
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dissuade the voters from supporting their party by the skill-
ful me.nipYlation of the public's attitude toward various is-
sueso Since voters turnout is likely to be higher if indi-
viduals feel a direct personal involvement and interest in 
an election, it benefits the candidate to make such an in-, 
volvement or interest possible. This is the point at which 
the consideration 6f issues 'begins. 
Issues are used to influence the voter and the way he 
'thinks, i.eo, to induce the voter to support and, the:r~tore, 
cast his ballot for a particular candidate. Exactly 'how 
specific ~he issues will be depends.upon the candidates 
themselves., A particularly explicit stand on an issue is 
I , 
bound to win the support of son'ie groups in the electorate 
but may, at the same time, cost the candidate support of 
groups who ];lave1 opposed interests. Others maintain that 
it is prefera~le to speak in generalities and ambiguities, 
so that each :t:p.dividual is at liberty to :i,nterpret the 
statement in terms satisfactory to himselfo According to 
Walter Lippman 
••• the trickle of messages from the outside is 
affected by the stored-up images, the preconcep-
tions, and the prejudices which interpret, fill 
out, and in turn powerfully direct the play of 
our attention and our vision itself'.o .. In the in-
divi.dual person, the limited messages from the 
outs1de, formed into a pattern of stereotypes 
are identified with his own interests as he 
feels and conceives them.~, 
A candidate, therefore, will attempt to exploit this 
2Wal ter Lippman, fublic,, Opinion, p. 30. 
phen0menon and, in so doing, hopefully gain the support of 
the grea.te.st number possible. 
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Since registered Democrats outnumbered registered Repub-
licans by more than four to one, Wilkinson faced the task of 
convincing the public that factors other than party affilia-
.tion were of greater importance. Wilkinson attempted to 
accompl,sh this prima;r-ily through the use of issues. He 
hoped to convince the voters that.the views of the Demo-
eratic party and his opponent, Fred Harris, wer~ not re-
presentative of the desires of the majority of Oklahomans. 
•Oklahoma Democrats have been deserted; the Democratic 
party is no longer the party of Thomas Jefferson," ,said·· 
Wilkinson as he toured the state during the campaign.3 
Har.ris, on the other hand, reminded the voters of the ad-
vantages of electing a Democratic senator to a Democratic 
Congress. Howev-er, Harris did not r.ely on this approach 
alone; he, too, utilized ·i.ssues in an effort to increase 
his popularity. 
Which factors were of major importance in determining 
Harri•' victory over Wilkinson? w•s it party affiliation, 
issues; personality, or some other factor which was most 
instrumehtal in Harris' success? This chapter will attempt 
to discover which factors were: of.importance in determining 
Harris' victory. 
The technical task of estimatin the decisional 
content of elections involves essentially two 
3speech by Bud Wilkinson in Okmulgee, Oklahoma, August 
14, 19640 
elements. First, one must establish some system of 
eategories of the elements of electoral decision, 
such a$ the choice between farties, the element of 
substantive policy decisions, and ~o forth. Second, 
one must estimate the weights given these factors 
by individual voters and sum the weights of each 
factor in the entire electorat~ in order to arrive 
at the relative significa~ce of the several elements 
in a particular election. 
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The task of determining the decisional content of the Harris-
Wilkinson election was accomplished through the use.of ques-
tionnaires which were sent to represen,tatives of three large 
interest g~oup• in each Oklahoma county, vizo, agriculture, 
business, and labor. The questionnaires sought to deter;. 
mine the interest group support of the candidates and the 
reasons for this support. A similar questionnai:re was 
sent to newspaper editors in each of the 77 counties .. in 
the state. The newspaper editors were requested to respond 
for their p~~icular county as a who~e. Each individual 
.. ,,.., 
representative was a.~ked to assign weights &11,µd priorities 
to the different categories for each candidate in order to 
.. ~ ;: 
determine the tmpo,rtanee of eaeh. in the voter's pref erenee 
.. :. . 
o:f' cand,idates. The general eategories included party loy-
alty, the candidates' personality, the candidates' degree of 
assoeiation~r non-association with professional polities. 
the candidates' degree of association or non-association 
with his party's presidential candidate, the candidates' 
general over-all political philosophy, the candidates' 
campaign organizatiGn, and finally the candidates' position 
4v.p. Key, :Public Opinion and American :Democracz, p .. 468. 
on issues .. The latter category, beeause of its all-encom-
passing nature, was sub-divided into sp~eific stands of the 
candidates in order to discover which, if any, of the issues 
were of primary concern to the voters .. For this rea~6n, the 
issues category was dealt wit~ separately, ioe .. , weights were 
assigned to the various issues rather than to the general 
category of issues alone .. In the ass~gnme.nt of weights and 
prioritie; to the various categories, the representatives 
were requested to designated their organization's or county's 
order of. preference, i.~o, l, 2, 3, etc.. Therefore, the cate-
gory with the leas.t sum total w;o-ulct be the Jnost important. 
The responses given by the representatives of the .... various t 
interest ;.-e;roups and by the news pa.per editors e.xhibi ted a 
pattern of support for one of the candidates, and from this 
, 
pattern an analysis of the ele'ction, from the statiapoint 'Of 
the major contributing elements to H~rris' success, has been 
madeo 
The Ch!mbe:r, of Commerce was selected a.s representative 
of the bus.ine;s community in Ok1ahoma.- It possessed chapters 
throl,l.ghout. Oklahoma, with the exception of Delaware county,. 
I 
Questionrla-ires were sent to the Exeeuti ve Secretary of the 
Chamber of Commerce in each county possessing a chapter, and 
this individual was requ~sted to provide inf.orms.tion con-
cerning the size of' the membership, the average age and in-
' 
come of the membershdJ), and _the approximate precentage of' 
1support given to either Wilkinson ,or Harris by the member-
ship .. This individual was then requested to assign weights 
to the variotis categories (see above, p.3) in order to 
determine which factors were of a primary significance to his 
organizat'iono Th.e total percentage of responses from the 
questionnaires sent to business was 60.5%. Seventy-one per 
cent of those responding had a membership of .over one hundred, 
while 57% reported an average income of $6000-10,000 per 
annum. The responses indicated that 4608% favored Harris, 
while 27.6% favored Wilkinson. The remainder either failed 
to respond or indicated that the support for the two candi-
dates was fairly evenly divided within the organizationo 
Of the 6005% who responded to the questionnaire, 93.1% answere~ 
the questioi:rfs of the first six cat~gories for both Wilkin.son 
and Harris. However, with respect_~o the importance of 
particular issues to the organization, many failed to respond. 
The final category of issues, then, found only 56.8% replies 
concerning Harris and 630 6% for Wi.lkinson. 
·An examination of the first six categories for Harris 
obtained the followin~ results: 
Category I 
Category II 
Category III 
Category IV 
Category v 
,Category VI 
Voting a straight Demo.cratic ticket 
Harris• personality· 
Harris' association with and sup'-
port of Lyndon Johnson 
Harrisl previous experience in gov-
errunerit and politics 
An effective campaing organization 
Harris' general, over-all political 
philosophy 
9'7 .point.a. 
172 points 
134 points 
147 points 
162 points 
159j:points 
Thus, the survey of the business community indicated that 
·' 
Harris' affiliation with th~ ~emocratic party was the mos-t 
. t 
influential factor in 1 ts support ·;rot- him. His association 
with .. and support of Lyndon B. Johnson was ranked as the 
s·eeond most important faetoro The scores on the remaining 
four categories did not indicate that business attached a 
great value to these faetorso 
For Wilkinson, in the same six categories·,. the results 
were as follows: 
Category I Voting a straight Republican tieket 
Category II Wilkinson's personality 
Category III Wilkinson's association with and 
support of Barry Goldwater 
Category IV Wilkinson's disassociation with 
professional politics 
Category V An effective campaign organization 
Category VI Wilkinson's general, over~all p61-
itieal philosophy 
175 points 
119 points 
187}points 
l87}points 
155}points 
110 points 
The business community's support for Wilkinson, according to 
the results of the questionnaires, revealed that the two major 
influencing factors were his 0verall political philosophy and 
his personality. Wilkinson's philosophy of government, al-
though spoken o~ly ·in the broadest terms, was what mtght be 
labeled as conservative, ioeo, a belief that America was 
drifting toward socialism and a centralization of p0·wer in 
Washington which has resulted in the deprivation of rights 
and freedom for the states and its citizenso According to 
the re~ponses, the rema:ining four categories were not impor-
tant determinantso 
(fonse.q_uently, it can be seen that the factors which were 
important, in this ease for the business e~unity in its 
support of Fred Har;ris for the.United States Senate, were 
the least important factors in its support for Bud Wilkinson .. 
'!'has-, it was possible to conclude that Wilkinson failed to 
gain support for his candidacy because of his membership'.d.n 
"fl 
·· -the ·Repttb1:'ican party, or "his nonmembershlp ln the. Democratic 
party, coupled with his association with and endorsement of 
Barry Goldwater for the presidency .. · Harris, then, won the 
ma.jo:r'l ty Of his support from his affiliation with the Demo-
cratic party andhis close association with Lyndon Bo Johnson .. 
"For this conclusion to l:;>e further validated or strength-
ened, a similar e.xamin~tion of the issues category must be 
· made~ ... '"The T·ol1owing were the results of the questionnaires 
concerning the importance of the various issues of the cam-
paign.. { See Chapter 3, p .. 46 , for candidates' announced 
positions on issues.} 
Category VIJ - Harris 
A. Right-to-work 
·B.. Cfvil rights 
. C.. REA 
Do Aid to edueati~n 
E.. The anti-pove·rty 
program 
F .. Foreign $.id 
Category VII - Wilkinson 
Ao Right-to-work 
B .. Ci,vil rights 
Co REA 
D .. Aid to Education 
E .. The anti-poverty 
program 
F. Foreign aid. 
83-l points 
81 points 
80 points 
90 points 
lOOi pointg 
102} points 
53i points 
92 points 
86 points 
99! points 
106 points 
117 points 
The questionnaires indicated that the support the candidates 
received from the business co~unity because of their stands 
on particular issues was for approximately the same factors .. 
Very few.points separated the rankings of preference for 
both Wilkinson and Harris, and a comparison of the rankings 
for the two candidates revealed that there was a high 
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slmilarityo· '"Therefore, it is possible to conclude that the 
·-· 
stjnd ori·~ssues made very ~lttle difference in determining 
the support-Tor either of the candidateso 
.... Thus,· tne Tactor of party affJ.li~ti0n;; .. Supplemented by 
association with the Democr•tic presidential candidate, was 
the major determinant of the support given to Harris by the 
business sectoro Wilkinson was unsuccessful in convincing, 
at 1 .. east the portion of the pul'.;>lie surveyed, that other 
·"factors should ·be of greater significance than party loyalty. 
A,r··rar as ·tnls survey went, issues played little, if any, 
Erign1ftcant role in the .. preference of candidates. 
-S·tmi1.:·ar·s·urv·ey·s were taken of the· agricultural sector, 
. I 
among particular representatives in each county of the Okla-
homa:·-Farmers·'"Uniono - 'The total percentage of response was 
··:fa. 6% with 80. 5% of these indicating an organization of over 
on hundred members and an average annual member income of less 
than $6000. The replies disclosed that 7202% ot the organi-
·~~~~ori._ fa!~rea:-··nar:rls' election, while 27. 7% of the unions 
were almos;t;,,evenly divided in their support .for the two can-
_., __ ........ ·- -··· .. ~-...... -- -
didateso The results of the questionnaires for the first six 
cat~gories were as follow~: 
Harris 
Category I Voting a 
ticket 
straight Democratic 
category II Harris' personality 
Categ'ory··TTI''Harris' association with . 
·· · and support of Lyndon Johns on 
Category IV Harris' previous experience 
Category V 
in government and politics 
An effective campaign organ-
ization 
103-f ·points 
126 points 
102-l points 
106 points 
148-l points 
Category VI 
Wilkinson 
Category I 
Category II 
c~~ew;ory III 
Category IV 
category v 
Category VI 
Harri$' gen~ral, over-all polit-
ical philosophy 
Voting a straight Republican 
Ticket 
Wilkinson's personality 
Wilkinson's association with 
arid support of Berry Goldwater 
Wilkinson' a· disassociation with 
profession•l pijlitics 
Ari effective campaign organi-
zation 
Wilkln~6n's geri~ral, over-all 
political philosophy 
105 points 
1061 points 70 points 
122-i points 
78! points 
91! points 
I 
11si points 
Again H•rria' itfiliati6n with the Democratic party and his 
e~~ors~ment ·o.f Lyndon ·Johnson for the presidency were the 
major determinants of support for his candidacy. For agri-
.. I 
culture, ·however, his previous political experience and his 
poli tical"-'p'Jillso°}:>by were also termed important factors, f~_ll-
, 
ing only several points behind. Harris' personality and cam-
paign organization appeared to be the least important dete.r-
minants of' support, their scores being much higher than the 
other categories .. For Wilkinson, his personality, coupled 
with his complete disassociation .from professional politics, 
was the prime determinant in gaining support from agricultureo 
The remaining factors apparently were not considered to be of 
importance .in the campaign, according to the results of the 
questionnaireso 
Howe-ver, it was necessary to examine the issues in the 
... 
canpaign in order to determtne whether they played a signifi· 
cant role with respect to the support given to a particular 
candidate by the agricultural sector: 
Category VII• Harris 
Ao Right-to-work 
Bo Civil rights 
,Co REA 
D .. Aid to Education 
Eo The anti-poverty 
program 
F .. Foreign aid 
Category VII - Wilkinson 
A. Right-to-work 
B .. Civil rights 
Co REA 
D. Aid to Education 
Eo The anti-poverty 
program 
Fo Foreign aid 
ll8t: 
1:35' 
l~it 
points 
points 
p0ints 
points 
l09i" points 
155i points 
83 points 
58} po.·· inta 
105-i points 
68 'points 
84!'· points 
64 points 
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In thts case there was not a high degree of similarity between 
the support given to the candidates because of their stands on 
issues. For the agricultural sector surveyed, it appeared 
that fssues did make a difference. In this particular ease, 
the REA issue was given the highest priorityo Willdnson 
had st'ated. in his campaign that he did not favor the loan of 
government money through the REA at only 2% interest rate .. 
(See above, Chapter 2j) p .. 48)o Harris, however, voiced his 
approval of the RiA and the benefits which aecrlied from it 
\ 
to the agricultural eommuni ty o The Rural 'Electric Co-opera-
tives apparently construed Wilkin~on's statements to be a 
disapproval of the entire organization, and as a result, it 
issued - several papers attacking Wilkinson and his s'tatements 
of REAo 
It was, however, impossible to calculate accurately 
which of the determinants, ioe. 11 party affiliation and asso-
ciation with the presidential candidate or the issues, was 
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given priority by this groupo Therefore, it could. only be 
concluded that a combination of the above determinants proved 
to be the factors which gained support tor Harris' candidaeyo 
Questionnaires were also supplied to members of various 
labor unions, eogo, teamsters, musicians, etco throughout the 
state, with 5502% respondingo The lack of response to the 
questions concerning size and inoo me o.f\.the organization made 
it impossible to calculate such aecuratelyo No re·sponse in-
di~ated a maJority of thi organization favoring Wilkirtson, 
but 6.607~ expressed support for Harriso 
For the first six eategorie, for Harris the result was: 
Category I 
Category II 
Category III 
Category IV 
Category V 
-category VI 
Voting a st.raight Democratic 
ti.cket 
Harris,. pers,onali ty 
Harris' association with and 
support of Lyndon Johnson 
Harris' previous experience 
in government and politics 
An effective campaign orga~i-
zation 
Harris• general, over-all 
political philosophy 
For Wilkinson: 
Category t 
Category II 
Category III 
Category IV 
Category V 
Category VI 
Voting a straight Republican 
ticket 
Wilkinson's personality 
Wilkinson's.association with 
and support of Barry Goldwat~r 
Wilkinson's disassociation 
with professional politics 
An Effective campaign organi-
zation 
Wilkinson's general, ove~-all 
poli tieal philosophy ·. 
62 points 
142 points 
116 points 
l54 points 
139 points 
193 points 
17'7 points 
13'7 points 
166 points 
152 points 
149} points 
150-t points 
The factors which drew the support of labor on behalf of 
Harris, were not identical with the determinants of Wilkinson's 
supporto Labor placed a very high priority on Harris' political 
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a.f'.f'iliation 9 while Wilkinson was again hamperea. by his mem-
bership in the Republican party and support of Barry Goldwater. 
The contention that the polit~cal affiliation of Harris 
proved to be the major determinant of support by labor was 
further validated. by the results of the questionnaires with 
respect to the importance of the issues in the campaigno 
Category VII - Harris 
Right-to-work 
Civil rights 
REA 
· Aid to education 
The anti-poverty 
program 
Foreign aid 
(Jategory VII - Wilkinson 
Ao 
Bo 
Co 
Do 
Eo 
.. Fo 
Right-to-work 
Civil rights 
REA 
Aia to education 
The anti-pov-erty 
program 
Foreign aid 
142 
154. 
158 
169 
points 
points 
points 
points 
156 ·points 
189 poin.ts 
149 
135 
147 
159 
190 
171 
_points 
points 
points 
points 
points 
points 
Again there was a .. great.de~l of similarity between the ranked 
/ 
pre.fer;encps .for the two candidates, indicating that issues 
play'ed -an insignificant role in the detennination of support 
for the two candidateso Labor ...... apparently attached a greater 
priority to Harris• affiliation with the Democratic party 
than it did to his stand on any particular issue, including 
the right-to-work issueo It was no secret J;hat the AFL-CIO 
was displeased with Wilkinson's candidacy1 for it publicly 
endorsed Harris and worked actively in his behalf during the 
eampaigno 
By comps.ring the results of the questionnaires for the 
interest groups, it was obvious that the prime determinants 
of support fo_r Fred Harris' candidacy were his membership in 
the Democratic party and his association with Lyndon Johnsono 
Wilkinsonva personality appeared to be an important factor in 
gaining support, but apparently it was not suffieeint to off-
set his mempership in the Republican party or his support of 
Barry Goldwatero 
Issues played a role of very little importance in the 
canpaign with the exception of the agricultural bloco Here, 
the results of the questionnaires revealed that there was a 
definite difference in the support given to the candidates 
because of their stand on issueso In particular, the REA 
issue was probably a primary factor in Wilkinson's lack of 
support by the agricultural bloco 
Overall, therefore, in this election the factor of party 
idE::mtification outweighed other factors, such as personality 
and issues, for the interest groups surveyedo Consequently, 
Harris gained the endorsement of labor and won a sizeable 
portion of support in the ranks of business and agricultureo 
County Support 
In order to fully understand Harris' victory in the 1964 
senatorial election, it was also necessary to study the elec-
toral results in each countyo( See Map I) From this it was 
then possible to observe from which areas the candidates 
obtained supporto An analysis of the electoral results also 
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involved. the study of' the relationship of' selected :tndepende:rit 
and dependent variableso. 
Of' the questionnaires sent to newspaper editors in ea-eh 
county the total response wa? 4208~ 9 and the results were as 
follows: 
Harris 
Category I 
Category II 
·categor·y III 
Category IV 
Category v 
Category VI 
Wilkinson 
Category I 
Category II 
Category III 
Category IV 
Category V 
Category VI 
Voting a straight Democratic 
Ticket 
Harris' personality 
Barris' association with and 
support of Lyndon Johnson 
Harris' previous experience in 
government and politics 
An effective campaign organi-
zation 
Harris~ general, bver-all 
political philosophy 
Voting a straight Republican 
ticket 
Wilkinson•s personality 
Wilkinson's association with 
69 points 
123 points 
65 points 
lOOj- points 
1381" points· 
128 points 
124 points 
49} points 
and suppor of Barry Goldwater 126 points 
Wilkinson's disassociation with 
professional politica l.30i points 
An-effective campaign organ1-·-· 
zation 94 points 
Wilkinson's general 9 over-all 
political philosophy 114} points· 
The results again showed the importance of Lyndon Johnson and 
the Democratic party as -determinants of support for Harris, 
while Wilkinson's personality ranked as the major influencing 
factor of supporto Wilkinsonp again, appeared to lose support 
because of' his affiliation with the Repub}ican party and 
association with Barry Goldwatero 
In order to strengthen thi• conclusion, ·:tt was necessary 
to ascertain the role and importance of the issues :i,n determining 
supporto 
Category VII - Harris 
A. Right-to-work 
Bo Civil rights 
Co REA 
Do Aid to education 
E. !he anti-poverty 
program 
Fo Foreign aid 
Category VII - Wilkinson 
A. Right-to-work 
B. Civil rights 
Co REA 
Do Aid to Education 
Eo The anti-poverty 
program 
Fo Foreign aid 
67} points 
93.!. points 
eof points 
6l1r points 
60 points 
59 points 
70-l points 
61 points 
66 points 
61! points 
51-l points 
59! pqints 
,;,. 
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··There was a high degree of similari.~y in -.the support given 
•. 1, 
to the candidates for . their stand o:ri ···issiles. Therefore., 1 t 
was possible to conclude from the questionnaire responses 
that iss't1es ha,d very little effect in determining the support 
given to either candidate., and therefore., had little effect 
on the outcome of the election. It was the factor of party 
., 
affiliation, combined with support given to the Democratic 
presidentia1. candidate, which was the deciding elem~mt in 
the campaigno 
... 
The majority of the surveys revealed a high degree of 
party identification by the voters. Thus, it might be use-
''ful and informative to this study to analyze certain socio-
eeonomie characteristics f~~r ea.ch Oklahoma county in com.par-
i•on with the percentage of suppbrt given to a particular 
polit1cal party. This comparison may be accomplished by 
determin:i,ng the relationship between two variable., ioe~, 
in·aepend:~nt and dependent~ .··· ·1n thls study the dependent vari-
alS'le is the percentage of support per county for the Republi-
can party, while the independent variables are the percentage 
of noi'f.;;wn.1te population per county, the percentage of the oi-
vilis:n population in a county receiving public assistance, the 
percentage of urbanization of a county, and the median family 
income per eounty.6 
Since eachunit of observation was expressed as a numeri-
cal value, it was possible to plot these values on a graph 
which.is known as a scatter di~gram, where the value of the 
'1.ndependent variable is paired against the value of the 
dependent var:i,.able. The manner in which the dots are seat-
tere'd gives ~m indication of the kind of relationship which 
exists be·tween the two variables. The path of the dots may 
be def'ined-by a line which describes only the average path 
Of the dots, 1. e .. , the average change to be expected i:h one 
ve:riaole with change in the othero This line is known as the 
Tine cir regression. --rr low values for one variable go with 
low values for the other value, or if high values of one go 
with high values for the ohter, the l'ine will slope upward 
6A variable is a quantity which may assume a succession 
of valu'es.. The inaependent variable is. the variable whose 
changes cause vari~ti'on in. the -dependent variable. '!'be. de-
pendent variable i~ that which is dependent upon the inde-
pendento Allen L. Edwards, Statistical Analysis, p.23. 
6Non-white is.de.fined by the United States Census Bureau 
as the_. Negro, Indian, Japanese, Chinese, Filipino, Korean, Asian 
Indian, and Malayan races. Urbanization is defined. as an un-
incorporated or incorporated place cf 2500 inh«bite.nts or more. 
u .. s. ~ureau of the Census, E1sghteenth Census of the United 
States: 1960 .. Pol?ulation9 I, Po XLII. - -
and is termed positi.Ye correlationo On the other b,and, if low 
values _of one variable go with high values of the other or vice 
versa, the line will slope downward, and it fs termed negative 
correlationo In this study only the regression line has been 
included on the graph in order to indicate the type of rela-
tionship which exists between the va.riableso 
The non-white population in Oklahoma ranges from .1% to 
25.4% per county. The r~gression line on Figure I indicates 
that in the Harris-Wilkinson senatorial election, there was 
a negative relationship between the two variables, i.e, as 
the non-white population increases in a county there is a 
tendency for the Republican vote to decline. The non-white 
population has been divided into five groups .for the pur-
_pose of this study. (See Map II)o In the group with from 
0-5% total non-white population in a county, 69% of the 
counties voted Republican. From this point on support for 
the Democratic party tended to increase,. Eighty-one per cent 
of the counties with a non-white population of from 5.1-10% 
supported the Democratic partyo Only two counties of those 
with a non-white p@pulation of lOol-15% supported the Repub-
) 
lie.an party in the Harris-Wilkinson election, while all of the 
'counties in the 15.1-20% group went Demoeratieo For those 
counties with over 20% non-white population only two counties, 
Logan and Adair, supported the Republican party. Thus, it is 
possible to see that the tendency for a county to support the 
.Democratic party increases as the percent of the non-white 
population in the county increases. 
Figure I Regression line: 
Percentage of Republican Vote 
on Percentage of Non-white Population 
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Approximately ""1% of the civilian population in Oklahoma 
receives some type of public assistance., {See Map III) It 
is often suggested that individuals on welfare tend to sup= 
port the 'Democratic party j) therefore an examination has 'been 
made to dete~mine if :such Wal? the ease in the Harris=Wilkin-
tcin electiono Of the 26 counties with less than 602% ot the 
population receiving publie as,.sistance 9 only five counties=-
Comanche9 Jackson 9 Noble 9 Osage 9 and Washita.==supported 
Harris in the general election., (Comanche county is Harris' 
home eottnty.,) Of the remaining counties in which over 6 .. 2% 
of the total poJi)ulation received public assistance, there 
were but five counties which supported Wilkinson .. Four of 
these counties-=Blaine~ :Loganj) Nowata 9 and Pawnee--had only 
8-10% receiving public assistance., The remaining county 
which supported the Republican candidate was Adair county, 
which had. a county welfare roll of more than 19%.. Thia:, 
county is a major exception to this tendency for welfare 
recipients to aupport the Democratic partyo Thi regression 
line on Figure II indicates that in this election the ten= 
den~ was for the high welfare counties to support the Demo-
cratic p9irtyo 
The relationship between the median family income per 
county and the support given to the Republican party was also 
examinedo (See Map IV) Only two counties in Oklahoma have 
a median family income of less than $2000 a year 9 Adair and 
Pushmatahao Howeverp Adair county was again an exception to 
the expect~. in that it supported the Republican eandidateo 
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Of the sev~nteen counties with a median family income of 
$2000=3000 per year, 13.l.l ~upported the Democratic party. 
Twenty-five counties fell between $3000-4000 per year, and 
81.5% of these supported the Democratic eandidateo The 
counties with from ,~ooo"'.';;roo median family income found 
59% voting Republican, Wh'i:'1e only one county, Stephens., with 
over $5000 median fa;mily inrome gave its support to Harris. 
The regression line on Figure III, thus, gives evidence of 
the positive relationship between income and support of the 
Republican party, io e.,. as the median family income increases 
the tendency to support th~ Republican party also increases. 
The fourth factor in this study was the perc.entage of 
urbanization of a cnnty and the percentage of support given 
to the Republican par~y. (See Map V) In the counties with 
less than 25% urbanrZS:-tion., 64% supported the Democratic 
party in the Harris-WJ,.lk1nson election.. However, 81% of the 
counties between Z5 0 'l.%=50% urbanization supported the Demo-
cratic party. The P!ift>¢e,f'.l"lrage of support .awarded the Demo-
cratic party by counties W''fth 50=75% urbanization decreased 
to 67%, but all counttes wtth over 75'/o urbanization supported 
the Republican party·o The statistics do not appear to be very 
rewarding 9 but upon closer examination one discovers that in 
the areas of less than zsf urbaniz-a:t·ton·'·S"Uppc:rrting the Repub-
lican party, only one cotinty, Pawnee, was recorded as having 
any urbanization at allo In addition, for the most part these 
counties were located in northern Oklahoma, near the Kansas 
border, which is traditionally Republicano The Republicans 
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also drew the most highly urbanized counties in the stateo 
ThE:i regression line 9 then, shows a slight slope indicating 
93 
a positive relationship between urbanization and support for 
the Republict;in partyo (See Figure IV) 
Thus, it is possible to observe that the1"e was a pos-
itive relationship betwe~n the pereentage of Republican 
votes and the median family income and the percent of urban-
ization of a county 9 i.. e. 9 as the income and urbaniiation 
increases 9 the Republican vote increaseso There was a. neg-
ative relationship between the non-white popul~tion and the 
percentage of civilians on public assistance in a county and 
' the Republican vote, ioeo, as the non-white <popu.J,;~tion and 
public assistance increased, the percent of RepublJ,ean vote 
decreased. Although statistically it is possfble:; 't"., define 
this relationship, it is not possible to determin~.· t.hat i.t 
is necessarily cause and effecto 
CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION 
The purpose of this study has been to provide a descrip= 
tive analysis of a campaign for the United States Senate 
an effort to establish empirically the determinants of sup= 
port for the candidates to that office .. The Republican 
candidate, Bud Wilkinson, the personally attractive and well= 
known former University of Oklahoma football coach~ chose t~ 
emphasi~e issue$ and personal qualifications rather than his 
party affiliation. The Republican candidate attempted to 
c~pture votes from registered Democrats by declaring that the 
Democr.!3.tiC party had deserted Oklahomans and no longer repre-
sented thiir interests. His Democratic opponent, Fred Harris, 
on the other hand 9 relied on his membership in the Democratic 
party and his endorsement of a strong presidenti~l candidate 
as a rallying point for his campaign., The;re have been many 
reasons advanced for Harris' defeat of one of the,most pop-
ular and well=lmown Republican candidates to have beeri prie= 
sented to the Oklahoma voter&., 
The analysis of this campaign has been organized around 
the hypothesis that Harrisv Democratic affiliation and hi.s 
~upport of the Democratic presidential candidate, who pre= 
vailed by a sfzeable majority, were the primary determinar1ts 
94 
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of this vietory 9 and that neither issues nor personality 
were influencing factorso To test this hypothesis a statis= 
tical analy,is was applied to the results of the questionnaires 
that were sent to representatives of a.gricuitural 9 labor 9 and 
'business or~anization~ ~nd to newspaper editors i:n each county .. 
The results of the qul;'}stionnaires indi.ca.ted that Wilkinson's 
., . 
~o~t important attribute was his personalityg while at the 
same time there waa an indication from the interest g:r,<:::rups of 
the imp9rta:pce of Harris~ political aff:'i.liation and a.ssocia= 
tion with Jonnson in gaining support for his candidacyc Ad-
di ti.onally 9 the results of the questionnaires from labor and. 
business groups presented evidence that the positions taken 
by the candijates on the various issues were not influential 
elements in determining support~ while the agricultural group 
did place some emphasis on the issues 9 particularly the REA 
issue., 
Additional support for the hypothesis was gained from 
the results of the questionnaires sent to newspaper editors 
in each county 9 who also indicated that Harrisv party and 
association with the presidential candidate were instrumen= 
tal in his ~ictoryo Since the results gave evidence that 
party identification was such a significant factor in the 
campaign 9 this identification was compared witn certain 
socio=economie characteristics for each county in an at= 
tempt to iiiscove:r whether an association existed between them0 
This compar:tson revealed that those counties with a high 
median family income and a high degree of urbanizati.on tended 
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to support the Republican candidate, while the Democratic 
candidate drew his support primarily from counties with a 
high percentage of the civiliam population receiving publi c 
assistance and from counties with a large non- white popula= 
tiono The fact that a high degree of correlation existed 
between these socio-economic characteris t ics and the degree 
of support for a political party does not assure an element 
of causation between the fac tors, but merely shows that a 
significant degree of association exist ed between thes e f ac-
torso 
Although the 1964 Oklahoma senatorial election confirmed 
the assumption concerning the association of particular socio-
economic characteristics with the support given to the polit-
ical parties 9 the significance of the election derived from 
the candidates party affiliation and their national party 
ticketso During th, presidential elections ~f the fif ties 
and in 1960 9 Oklahoma voters supported the RJpublican presi= 
dential candidates, while consistenly re turning the incum= 
bent Democratic representatives and senators t o Washingtono 
The 1964 senatorial election differed in the sense tha t the 
Democratic presidential candidate was returned overwhelmingly9 
while Harris was engaged in a hard-fought campaign against 
a highly personable and well - known Republican candidate over 
whom a slight majority was achievedo The popular appeal of 
Bud Wil~inson indicated that in another year 9 without the 
help of an immensely popular presidential candidate 9 Harris 
would probably have gone down to defeato 
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In addition, Harris had been particularly successful in 
uniting the Democratic party in Oklahoma to a degree not often 
achieved by other candidates for state-wide officeo Playing 
the part of a compromise candidate of sorts 9 Harris had re-
frained from attacking the other Democratic primary candidates 
and had managed to receive the endorsement of the defeated 
Democratic primary candidates., 
Thus, it is possible to observe three factors which were 
of extreme importance in the election of Fred Harris to the 
United States Senate in 1964 .. First, Harris' affiliation 
with the Democratic party in a state that is traditionally 
Democratic appears to be of paramount inportanceo Harris, 
unlike some of his predecessors, was able to command a 
united effort from the Democratic party and was aided immense-
ly by the men he had defeated in the Democratie•primarieso 
Second, Harris was on the ballot with a presi~ential eandi-
·-- - . t 
date who resoundly defeated the Republican candidate for pres= 
idento The effect of straight=ticket voting and the assoeia= 
tion with such a popular candidate were of extreme importance 
to the election of Senator Harriso Finally9 in spite of the 
immense personal appeal of the Republican candidate, Bud 
Wilkinson, the campaign was hampered by his affiliation with a 
party that is traditionally weak in Oklahoma and by his associa= 
tion with a presidential candidate who, in the state as well 
as the nation, was defeated by a large margino Therefore, 
HarrisY favorable political affiliation and ~ssociation 
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With the winning presidentiai candidate, coupled with Wilkin-
son'• Republican affili,tion ahd association with Goldwater, 
were the significant factors in Harris• election. 
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